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PREFACE.
THE first draft of a Civil Code for Japan was

,
drawn up by; Mr. Boissonade de Fontarabie, a French
jurist, and followed in the main the lines of the

French law. But shortly before it .was to take

effect;, a Coinmittee of' Revision was appointed, who
instead of simply revising that draft ma&e a wholly

new Code modeled closely upon the German Civil

Code.

The first three- Bobks of the present Civil Code

of Japa,n containing general provisions, real, rights

ajo-d obligations are hearly entirely, ibased upon Ger-

man law, the 4th and 5th Book . containing the

family, law and the latv of succession are partly

of native origin; but the original Japanese insti-

tutions itetaihed in thes^ parts of the Code have

been greatly modernized. ,

The technical terms of the Civil Code are very'

often literal tiranslations into Sino-Japanese of the

-corresponding German Words. This fact and the

great ' difference in form, arrangenient and termino-/

logy" between the, Japanese and the, English law

makes it often difficult to translate the Japanese

words ,by prpper technical equivalents in English.

For the most part the same Japanese word has been

translated whenever it occurs by the same English

word, even at the cost of an occasional awkwardiiess

of expression; but in a few cases it was impossible'

to follow this rule without impairing the clearness

of the sentence.

Sometimes unusual words have had to be em-

ployed to render the corresponding Japanese ex-
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pressions, for instance the word "prestation", wjiich,

h9weTer, is used to some extent by recent writers,

in English.

A most important difference between the English

system aiid the^ system embodied in the new Japan-

ese Code is that the latter does not recognize the

distinction between real and personal property,

which plays so important a part in the former.

The rules relating to property are mostly stated in

a general . form, so as to a,pply to all kinds of

property. Furthermore the division of the English

law , into law and equity, which was the result ' of

historical accidents, has no place in the Japanese

Civil Code.

In the la,w of lobligations the Japanese- Code uses

two words to express the. meaning of- the Latin

word obltgatio, namely "saiken", obligatioi-riglht and
"saimu", obligation-duty. In this translation the

single Word "obligation", has been used to render

both. In some cases, however, when it seemed neces-

sary, obligations_'have been designated as existing

"in favour of" or "against" persons. The English

expressions ' "right of action" and "claim" cannot

properly be used to translate^ the word "saiken",

as they have different meanings in English law.

I have appended a translation of some stnall

laws relating to the Civil Code and of the Law
concerning the Application of Laws, drafted in an

excellent manner by Prof. N'obushige Hozumi.

I acknowledge my obligation to my friend, Prof.

Henry T. Tefry, ' for his valuable assistance.

'The title page of each copy of this book is stamp-

ed with the name^stampi oif the , translator.

Tokyo, 30th April, 1906.

L. H. LOENHOLM.
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BOOK I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

CHAPTElt -I.

PERSONS.

SECTION I.

THE ENJOYMENT OF PRIVATE RIGHTS.

'1.-' : '

,

The enjoyment of private rights begins at birth. -

Aliens enjoy private 'rights except as forbidden

by law and ordinance or by treaty.

' SE(I)Tio]sr II. ,

'
;

CAPACITY.
'

3.

On the completion of twenty years a person be-

come6 of full age. '

4. .

'

For the doing of a juristic act a minor must ob-

tain ttie consent of his legal representative, except

when he is merely to acquire a Iright or to be freed

from, a duty.

An act contrary^ to the provisions of the foregoing

-paragraph may be cancelled.

1
^' -

:

'



, When the legal representative permits a minor to

dispose <)f property for- a purpose specified by him,

the minor may within the limits of such' purpose

\ dispose of it at his pleasure. The same applies ^f

he disposes of property which ^g has been permitted

to dispose of without any purpose being specified.

6.

A minor who has been permitted to carry on one

or more businesses, has the same capacity in relation

to such businesses as a person of full age.

^
If in such case there is evidence th^t the minor

'is not yet capable of conducting the, business, his

legal representative may withdraw or restrict his-

permission according to the provisions of Book IV

of this Code on relatives. .,,.:f,:.
•;' ••k^/ A,

^
.

7. ,

.'"":
'

'

A person who is in a habitual state of mental

unsoundness, may on the application of himself, of

the husband or wife, of a relative to the fourth

degree, of the head of the house, of the guardian

or curator or of the public procurator be adjudged

incompetent, by the court.

A person adjudged incompetent is placed under

guardianship.'

9.; •:"

. The acts of a person adjudged incompetent may
be cancelled.

10.

'When the cause of incompetency Ceases to exist,,

the court must on the application of any of ;the

persons mentioned in Art. 7 cancel the adjudication..

2



11.

Weakminded, deaf, dumb or blind persons a.nd'

spendthrifts may be placed under cnratorship as

quasi-incompetent.

'12-

A quasi-incompetent person must have the consent

of his curator for doing the following acts :

—

1. Receiving, or using capital; /{,'

2. Contracting loans or giving security;'

3. Doing any act whose object ig tihe acquiring

of, or jlarting with a right in ar^ immovable

or in a movable of importance

;

4. Doing ainy act in the course of a lawsuit;
, ,

5. Making a gift, a compromise or an agree-

ment of arbitration

;

,

•&. Accepting or renouncing an inheritance;

7. Refusing a gift or a legacy, or accepting a
gift or a legacy subject to a charge;

8. Building', rebuilding or enlarging structures

or making e;xtensive repairs;

9. Hiring and letting for a period longer than.,

specified in Art. 602,

In proper circumstances the court may Order that

^the quasi-incompetent person must have the consent

'of the curator for acts other than those mentioned

in^ the foregoing paragraph.

Any act contrary to the provisions of the foregoing

-two paragraphs may be cancelled.

13.

The provisions of Arts^ 7 and 10 apply correspond-

inglyto qtiasi-incompetent persons.

14. .

^

',,.
, V/

A wife must obtain the permission of her hus-
' band for ^ doing the following acts :

—

'

' '

3'



1. Those specified in Art. 12, 1, Noi 1-6;
:

2. Accepting or refusing a gift or a legacy;

3. Mating any contract affe^cting phe disposition.

> - of her ipersop..'

,
Any act contrary to the provisions of the . fore-

going paragraph may be cancelled.

15. -

A wife who ha^ been perrhitted to carry on one or

more businesses has the same ' capacity in relation

to .such businesses as- a person sui Juris.

16. '
•

A husband may cancel or restript the permission

granted by him ; but such canbellation or restriction

caimot be set up against third persons acting in

good faith.
'

,

;
. , 17.

^
.

In the following cases a wife dbes not require

the permission of her husband :!-—

1. If it is uncertain whether the husband is

I alive or dead ; ,

2. If the husband has deserted her; ^

3. If the husband has been -adjudged incompe-

tent or qTlasL-incompetent;

4. If the husband' because of lunacy hag been
'

placed in a hospital or a private house;

,5. If the husband has been sentenced to a pii'-,

nishment of imprisonment of one, year or a

severer punishment, and is still undergoing

such sentence ; . ^

6. If the interests of the husband and the wife

, conflict. '

'

,
'

If the husband is, a minor, he can give perihission

for the acts of his wife only in accordance with

the provisioiis of Art. 4. ,

4



,19.
The other party to aa act of to incapacitated

person may after such person has acquired capacity

notify him to declare definitely within a. period of

not less than one month whether he will ratify

his voidable act or not. If no definite answer jis

given within such period it is deemed to be ratified.

The same is the case if, so long as the incapacity

continues, such, a notification is given to the hus-

band or legal representative, ;and no definite ans-

wer is-made within the period fixed; but to a legal

representative such a notification' can only be given

as to acts within, the scope of his authority.

If the act is one for which special forDialities: /

are required, it is deenled to be 'cancelled, un,less a
notice that: such formalities havcbeeh complied with

is given, within the perjod above specified.

'To a quasi-incompetent person or to a wife a jnoti-

fication ' may be given to ratify the act with )the

consent of the curator or the permission of the

husband within- the period specified in the first

paragraph. If the quasi-in&ompetent person or the

rwife does not give, -notice ^within the. said period

that the consent of the curator or 'the pernlissioa

of the husband has. been granted, the act is deemed

to be caiicelled, ,
'

'"
'-

"
20.;' : •,,'".':.;':::

If an incapacitated person has used fraudulent

rheans to cause it 'to be believed that he has capa-

city, his 3,ct cannot be cancelled.

SECTION III.

DOMICILE. .

''•',' ,21. '

The principal place where a person lives is his

domicile. '

'• ~

.



22,

If the domicile is.aot known, the place of {resi-

dence is deemed to be the domicile.

/ 23.

If a person, whether ai Japanese or an alien, jhas

no domicile in Japan, his place of residence in

Japan is deemed to be his domicile ; but this does

ixot apply, w^iere according to the provisions of the'

Law concerning the Application of Laws the law

of his domicile is . to govern.

\
'

.

'

'- 24.

'v If for the purpose of a certain act a provisional

domicile has been chosen, that is deeined tp be

the domicile in respect' to such act.

SECTION IV.
I

DISAPPEfEANOE.

25.

.If a person leaves the place which up tp that

time has been his domicile or residence, without

having left a manager for his property, the court

on the application of any person interested or of

the public procurator may order all measures neces-

sary for the management of .the ;-,property to be

taken. The sainte applies if the authority of, the

tnanager comes to an. end during the absence of jth'e

principal.

If the principal afterwards institutes' a manageir,:

the court .must on the application of such managpr,

of any .person interested or of the public procurator

cancel its orddr.^ >
, ^^

26.
'"'''

If it is uncertain, whether an absent person who-

has left a .manager, is alive or dead, the court may
6



on the applicatioai of any person interested or of

the public procurator &ppoilit another manager.

A manager appointed by the court under the pro-

visions of the preceding' two articles must make
an ' inventory of the property to be managed by,

him. The costs are defrayed out of the property pf

the absent person.

When it is uncertain whether an absent person

is alive lor dead, if an application is made by a
party interested or by the public procurator, the

court may also order a manager left by the absent

person to propeed as prescribed in the foregoing

paragraph. '

In addition the court may orde;r the manager to

take all measures considered necessary for the pre-

servation of the property of the absent person.

28.

If a manager considers it necessary to do an jact

in excess of the powers specified , in Art. 103, he

may do so oh obtaining the permission of the court.

When it is uncertain whether the absent person is

alive or dead, 'the same applies if a manager consi-

ders it necessary to do an act in excess of the

powfers .conferred upon him by the ; absent person.

29.

The court may require a manager to give proper

security for "the management amd the restoration,

of the property. "''Ifv"
.'

,

The court may allow a reasonable rerauneration

to a manager out of the absent person's property,

having regard to the relations existing between the

manager and the absent person and to other circtimv

stances.
,



30.

If it has been uncertain for seven years wliether

an absent person is alive or dead, the court may
on the application of/ any person, interested 'malfe

an adjudication of disappearance.

The sa;ine applies to a person^ who has gone jto

the seat oft 'a war, , or has been on a ship which was

sunk, or has come into any other peril of his life,

if it is ilncertain whether he is alive or dead- for

three years after the war has come to an end, the
' ship was sunk or the' 'other peril has passed.

31.

A person against whom an adjudication of disap-

pearance has been made is deemed to have died at

the completion of the periods i specified in the pre-

ceding article.

32.

If it is proved that the person who disappeared

is still alive or that he died at a time different

from that specified in the preceding article, the

court must on the application of such person or

of any person interested cancel the adjudication

of disappearance; but this does npt affect the vali-

dity of acts done in gocJd faith after the adjudica-

tion and previous to its , cancellation.

A person who has acquired property under the

adjudication of disappearance, even though ^e loses

his right' by its cancellation, is bound, to restore'

such property, but only so far as he is still enriched.



CHAPTEE IL

JURIDICAL PERSONS.* ,'

SECTION I.

,
CREATrON OF JURIDICAL PERSONS:

33. '

A juridical person can cobae into existence only

by virtue of the provisionjs of this law or of some
other law.

,

^

34., /> _.;_

' AssociaMohs-f or foundations** for purposes of wor-

ship,, religion,' charity,- science, art and public utility,

not having as their object the mating of profits,

can. become juridical persons by the permission of

'the cordpetent public authorities.

35.

Associations for purposes of profit can become
juridical persons on dompliance with the conditions

prescribed for the creation of commercial companies.

To such juridical associations all provisions relat-

ing to commercial companies apply correspondingly.,

36. . . ' 1

The existejLce' of foreign juridical persona other

than States, administrative districts and commercial

companies is not recognized; but this does not apply

to such juridical persons as are^ recognized by law

or trea.ty.
. ,

•
,

' Foreign juridical persons recognized under the pro-

visions of the foregoing paragraph have the same

.

* The usual term in English law is "artificial persons;" but
"juridical persons" i^ also used by recent \jfriters and is a
closer rendering of the Japanese word.

t Shadan. "AsBociation" is not a good translation of
"shadan", but there is no better word available.

** A foundation, zaidan, is somewhat similar to a "trust"
,

in English law, but the word "trust" cainnot be used here, as-

the legal character of the two is different.



-private rights as the same classes of juridical per-

sons existing in Japan; but this does iiot, apply to

such rights as aliens cannot enjoy, or so tar as

special . provisions a-re made by law or treaty.

37. .,,-"-,.,-'

The creators of a juridical -association must draw-

up articles of association containing the following

particulars :—

1. The object;

2. The name;

3. The office i

4. Provisions as to the afesets;

5. Pro-sdsions as to the appointnient or dismis-

sal of managers; '

,

6. Provisions as to the acquisition or loss of

the qualification as a member.

' '•/<; 38.

The articles of a juridical association can only

lae changed by the consent of at least three quarters

of the members; except so far as the articles them-

selves provide otherwise.

A change in the articles of associaition has effect

only when it has been approved by the competent

public authorities.
,39.

A creator of a juridical foundation must in the

act of endowment whose object is the creation of

:SUch foundation, pro-nde for the particulars speci-

fied in Art. 37,, No. 1-5.
,

40!'

If the creator of a juridical foundation dies

without having made provision as to its ng,fne, the

office or the manner of the appointment or dismis-

;Sal of its managers, this must be determined by

the court on the application of any person interested

or of the public procurator.



41.,
,

/'

If aii act of endowmept is done by a disposition

inter vivos, the provisions relating to gifts apply

correspondingly. v

If an act of endowment is done by will, the. pro-

-v^isions relating to legacies apply correspondingly.

42. ,, :, ,f , ,, ,

If an act, of endowment is done by ''a disposition

inter vivos, ihe property endowed becoines the pro-

perty of the jurid.ical person from the time when
the permission for its creation is granted.

If an act of endowment is done by will, the pro-

perty is deemed to,vest in the juridipal person from

the time when. the will takes effect.
y,

,
*i.'

',-->
'"

'. '^
'i

'
'^

.,,

-"
, 43. '\

^ ,

' '

A juridical person has rights, and duties : accor-

dant to the provisions of law or ordinance within

th^' scope of its object as defined in the articles

•of association or the act of endowment.

44.

A juridical person is bound to make compensation

for any damage done to other perspns by its mana-

gers or other representatives in, the exercise of their

functions..

If damage is done to ' other persons by an act

which is not within t|he scope of the object of the

juridical person^ those menA)ers: or managers who
approved of the resolution for such act, and those

.-managers and other representatives who executed

it, are jointly bound to make compensation.

45.

A juridical person must be registered within two

weeks from the day of its creation at the place of

•each of its offices.

/ -

'

11



The creation of a juridicar person can be set jup

against third persons only when it has been regi-

stered at the place of its principal office.

If a juridical person after its creation establishes

a new office, registration mtist be made within one

week,

46.

The particulars tO' be registej'ed are as follows':

1. The object; -

,

2. The^ name

;

3. The office;

4. The date of the permission for its creation;

5. The time of duration, if that has-been fixed;

6. The' total amqunt of the property;

7. I'he manijer in which contributions are to
'

be made, if such manner hsis been proyided'

for; . / ,

'

' 8. The. names, 'surnames and domiciles of its:

managers.
, /

Ifachange takes place in the particulars above '

specified, that' must , be registered within one week.

Before registration the change cannot be set up
against third persons. ' '

•

'

If for any of the particulars required to be regi-

stered under the provisions of Art. 45, 1 and ;of

the preceding article the permission of the public

authorities is necessary, ,the period for registration

is computed from the time when the certificate of

permission has arrived.

48. ':

If a juridical person transfers its office to ano-

ther place, such, transfer must be registered at the

original place within one week, and the registration

specified in Art. 46, 1 must be made at the new-

place within the same period.

12



If a (trausfer of office is ma^e within the district

of jurisdiction of the same Registry office, such

transfer' only piust be registered.

49.,

The provisions of Arts. 45.3, 46 and 48 apply also

where a, foreign juridical person has established an

offtee in Japan; but as to facts arising in a foreign,

country the period for registration is computed from

the time when notice:thereof has arrived.

When a foreign juridical person first establishes

an office in Japan, other persons may disregard the
' existence of such juridical person, until registration

las been effected at the place of its office.

'^' 50.
-I

.A juridical person has its domicile at the place

of its principal office.

51.
'

A' juridical person must make qji inventory of

'its property at the tin^e of its creation , and withini

the first three months of e^ch year, and' inust keep

it permanently at its office. If, however, a special

business year has been established, such inventory

must be made at 'the time of its creation and at

the' Wd of such business year..-,. ,

A juridical association must keep at its office a

li&t of its members, which must' be revised whenever

a "change in its members pccurs.

- SECTIQN II.

THE MANAGEMENT OF JURIDICAL PERSONS.

/ 52.

A juridical person nxust have one or more mana-

gers. ',

13



When there arc several managers, if it is not,

otherwise provided in the articles of asSopiatioD-

or the act of endowment, decisions as to the affairs

of the juridical person are made . by a inajority pf

the managers.

^;

^
53,,

The managers represent the juridical person in its

affairs, but they may not act contrary 'to .the pro-

visions of 'thq articles of association or to thfe con-

tents of the act of endowment, and _in a Juridical

association they, must also obey the resolutions of"

a general meeting.

54.

Any restriction* upon the powers of representation

of the managers cannot be set up against tMrd-

persons acting in good faith.

55.

The managers may delegate to other persons their;
,

power of representation in regard to, specific , acts,

provided this is not forbidden by the articles of

association, the act of endowment or a' resolution

,of a general meeting.
[

56. ; [ .

, . When a vacancy, occurs among the managers, if

there is an apprehension that damage might ensue

from delay,' the court on the application of any

person interested or of the public pirocuratpr appoints

a temporary manager. ,'

.' ' 57,

In a matter in, which the interests, of a juridical

person conflict with those of ' a manager, the latter

has no representative power. In such case a special'

representative must be appointed according to the^

provisions of the preceding article.
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58. .
' '

. .

By the articles of association, the act of^endow-
inent or a resolution of' a general meeting on^ ,or',

more supervisors may he constituted for a juridical

person.
,

- '

59.-

Supervisors have the following functions,:

1, To examine into , the , condition of the pro-

perty of the juridical 'person;

2.- To examine into the conduct of the affairs

,
by the' mana,gers

;

3. If they discover irregularities in the condi-

tion of. the property or the conduct, of af-

\ fairs, to report to a general meeting or to,,

the competent authorities;

4. To convene a general meeting, if ' necessarj-,

in order to make the report ruentioned in

No. 3.

60.

The mana,gers of a juridical association must at

^ least 6nce a year hold an ordinary general meeting

of the members. ,

'

61.

.The managers of a juridical association may at

. any time, if they cor^sider it necessary, convene an

extraordinary general meeting.^; ^
;

The managers must call an extraordinary general

meeting, whenever at least one fifth of all the mem-
bers request it stating the matter to be acted ,upon

in the meeting. This number, however, may be in-

creased or diminished by the articles of association.

62.

A call for a general meeting must be mcLde at

least five days beforehand in the manner prescribed

in the articles of association^ and must state the

matter that is to,, be the subject of the meeting.

15.



63.

All affairs of a juridical association, so far as

not entrusted by the articles of association to

its managers or other officers,- are regulated by a

resolution of a general meeting.

- 64.

Except as otherwise provided in the articles of

association, a res<Slution can be passed in a general,

meeting only on those matters as to which a pre-

vious notice has been given according ito the pro-

visions of Art. 62. '

. 65.

The voting rights of all members are equal. -

Members who do not attend . a general jheeting'

.

may vote by writing Or by proxy.

,

The provisions of the foregoing two paragraphs do

not apply if it is otherwise provided in the articles

of association. '',,''
V 66.

A member has not the right ta vote upon |any

resolution concerning the relaiions between the juri^

diqal association and himself. '/

The affairs of a juridical person are subject to

the supiervision of the coinpetent public authorities.

The competent public authorities may at any time,

of their own motion examine into the condition of-,

the affairs and of the property of a juridical person. ,-

SECTION II.

DISSOLUTION OF A JURIDICAL PERSON.

68.

A juridical person is dissolved hj the following

causes:

—

*

16 ,
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1. If any cause of dissolution arises which is

specified in the articles of association or

the act of endowrnent

;

2. If the undertalking forraing the , object of

the juridical person- has heen fully accomp-
lished or is impossible to accomplish;

3. Bankruptcy;

4. CanceUation of the permission "for creation.
' /In addition to the cases mentioned in the fore>-

going paragraph a juridical association is dissolved

by th^ followihg causes:^—
,

1. A resolution of a general meeting;

2. If there are no longer any members.

69.., :
.

", ,V ''^P'

Expept a^ otherwise provided for in the articles

of association,
, a juridical association can pass a

resolution to dissolve only by the consent of at
' least three fourths of all members. ~

'

70,

If a juridical person becomjes unable to meet its

obligations in full, the court upon the - application

of its managers or of a creditor*' or of its own
motion makes an adjudidation of bankruptcy.

In the case mentioned intlie foregoing paragraph

the managers must apply immediately for an ad--

judication of bankruptcy.

71. '
,

^

. ,,, , , .
If a" juridical person carries on undertakings

which are beyond the scope of its object or violates

the conditions under which permission for its crea-

stion was granted or does acts which might be in-

jurious to ptiblic interests, the competent public

'authorities may cancel such permission.

* For the meaning' of "creditor" see Art. 400.

17



- ,72. '

,
'

.•

The property of a juridical person which has

been dissolved, goes to the persons designated in

the articles of association or the act of endowment.

If in the articles of association or the act of

fendowmeiai the persons' to whom the property shall

go have not' been designated,' or no way of designat-

ing them has been provided, the managers may
with the pernaission of the ' competent public autho-

rities dispose of the property for some 0bject simi-

lar to that of the juridical person.; but in the case'

of a juridical association a resolution of a general

meeting is required. ,

*

If no disposition is made under the provisions of

the foregoing two- paragraphs, the property goes to

the Public Treasury. ,\

,4', '^3.

A juridical person which has been, dissolved is

deemed to continue in existence within/ the scope of

the object of liquidation until ,the liquidation is

finished.
/

74.

When a juridical person is dissolved, except in the

case of bankruptcy, the managers become' liquida-

tors; but this rule do^s not apply if in the articles.,

of association or the act of endowment it is other-

wise provided, or if a general meeting has appoint-

ed other persons.

75.

If there are no such, persons as ought to be liqui-

dators under the provisions of the preceding article,

or if because of a vacancy among the liquidators

there is an apprehension that damage might arise,

the Court on "the applica,\;ion of any person interest-

ed or of the public procurator or of its own motion'

may appoint liquidators.

18



76.

For an important cause the court on the applica-

tion of any person interested or of the public pro-

cura,tor or of its own motion may remove a
liquidator.

^

77.

Liquida.tors, except in the ' case ' of bankruptcy,

must within oiie week afiier dissolution register their

aames and surnames, their domiciles a^d the cause

and date of dissolution, and in any case must give-

notice thereof to the competent public authorities.

A liquidator 'who assumed his' position in the

course of liquidation inust within one week from

such time register his name, and surname and also

his domicile and give notice thereof to the com-
' petent public authorities.

. ,
.

.

'

, 78: \ ' '

• The functions of liquidator^ are as follows :

—

1. To wind up pending, business;

2. To 'collect obligations existing in favor of.

the juridical person and to i
perform obliga-

tions existing against it

;

, ,

3. To hand over the remainder of its assets.

Liquidators 'may do all acts necessary for the

performance of their functions as specified in .the

foregoing paragraph.

79. )
. ,

,

Liquidators vmust ' within two . months from the

P- day when they -assumed their functions, issue at

' least thif.e public notices su:feimoning the oreditors.

to present their claims within, a fixed period, which,

must not be less than two months.

Such public notice paust contain a statement that,,

if a creditor does not present his, claim within ,the

period fixed, his obligation will be excluded frpml

the liquidation. But' liquidators cannot exclude aiiy

creditor known to them. ''
^

i
v^' '

'
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The liquidators mlist specially summon each,

known creditor to present his claina.

80. ,

If a creditor' presents his claim aftei; the^ period

fixed in the preceding article has elapsed, he can

enforce it Only after all the obligations of the juri-

dical jterson have been fully satisfied, and
^
only

against such property as has noti yet been handed

over to, the persons entitled tp^receive it back.

81.

If during the liquidation it comes tp appear that

the property of the juridical person is not sufficient

to fully satisfy its obligations, the' liquidators must

forthwith apply for an adjudication of bankruptcy

and give public notice thereof.

The functions of the liquidators come to an en&

as soon as they have transferred the affairs of the

juridical person to the administrator in bankruptcy.

. If in,the case mentioned in this article paymetnts

have already been
^
made to creditors or property

handed over to persons entitled to receive it back,

the administrator in bankruptcy may reclaim them.

.82.

The dissolution and liquidation of a juridical per-

son are under the supervision of the /court.

The court may at any time of its own motion
JB.ake any examination necessary for the above men
tioned supervision.

^

83.

When the liquidatioA is finished, the liquidators
' naust give notice thereof to the competent public

authorities.
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i SECTION IV;

PENALTIES.

84.

A manager, avsupervisor or a liquid,ator of a. juri-

dical person is liable to a minor fine of from five

yen to two hundred yen :

—

1. If he omits to ma<ke any registratioi; pre-

scribed in this Chapter

;

2. If he contravenes the provisions of Art. 51,

or if he makes any false entry in the inven-

tory or the list of members

;

3. If in the cases mentioned in Arts. 67 and
82 he obstructs any examinajtion by the com-

petent public authorities or the court;

4. If he makes false statements to the public

authorities or to a genferal meeting or con-

ceals facts

;

'

5. If contrary to the provisions of Art. 70 of

Art. 81 he omits to apply for an adjudication-

of bankruptcy

;

o. 'If he omits to give any public notice pre-

scribed in Art. 79 or in Art. 81, or if he

( gives a false public notice.

CHAPTEE III.

THINGS. .

85. ;

.

Things in the sense of this, iaw are corporeal

things,

86.

Land and things fixed to it are immovables.

All other things are movables.

Obligations performable to bearer are deemed to

be movables.
'
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Wheu, the owner of a thing attaches to it for its

permanent, use another thing owned by hiioj the

thing thus attached is an accessory.^.

The accessory thing is subject to all dispositions

made of the principal things »

Products taken in the ordinary use of a thing

are natural ^fniits.
'

Money and other things to be ' received as con-

sideration for" the use of a thing, are legal fruits.

89. .

,

Natural fruits" belong to the person who has the

right to take them at the time when they are sepa-'

rated from the principal thing.

Legal fruits are acquired in proportion to the

days ' during which the right to take them exists.

CHAPTEE IV.

JURISTIC ACTS.

SECTION I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

, 90.

A juristic act ^whosp intended effect is contrary

to public order or good morals is invalid.

,

91. ,

If the parties' to a juristic act /have expressed an
intention differing from a provision of any law or

ordinance not relating*- to public welfare, such inten-

tion governs.
. ,

92. £\
When there is, a custom differing from a pro-

vision of any law or ordinance not relating to

22
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public order, if i!t is to be, comsidered that the par-

ties- to a juristic act intended to be governed by

such custom, such custom governs.

silCTlON II.

THE EXPKESSION OF INTENTIO>f.

93,

The effect of an expression of intention is not

impaired by the fact that it is made by a person

knowing that it is not his real intention. But if

the other party knows or ought to know his real

intention, such expression of intention is invalid.

' '94..

A feigned expressioil of intention made with the

connivance of the other party is invalid.

The invalidity of such expression of intention

cannot be teet up against third persons acting in good

> faith. ,
^

95.

An expression of intention is invalid if made
under a mistake as to an essential element of the

juristic act ; but if the person who made the expres-

sion was grossly negligent, he carm0t avail himself

of such invalidity. '.

4
.

'

96.;

An, expression of intention procured by fraud or

coercion may be cancelled.

• When a third person has committed a fraud in

respect to an expression of intention made to some

person, it can only be cancelled, if the other party

knew of such fact.

The cancellation of an expression of intention

procured by fraud cannot be set up against third

persons acting in good faith.

23



97.

An expression of intention made to a person at

a distance takes effect from the time when- notice

thereof reaches the other party.

Even though the person who made an expression

of intention dies > or loses his capacity after he has

sent the notice, the effect of the expression of'

ihtention is not impaired thereby.
;

98.

If the other party is a minor 'or has been adgud-

ged incompetent at the tinae when he receives the

expression of intention, such expression cannot be

set up against, him; but this does not apply jafter

his legal representative has knowledge thereof.

SECTION III.

REPRESENTATION.

99.

An expression of intention made by a represen-

tative within the scope of his authority and pur-

porting to be Iniade on behalf of his principal* takes

effect dirfectly as to the latter.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph apply

correspondingly to an /expression of intention made
by a third person to a representative.

^

100.

If a representative makes an expression of inten-

tion not purporting! to 'be on behalf of another, he

is deerd'ed tO' have made it on his own behalf ; but

if the other party knows or ought to know that he

acts for the principal, the provisions of Art. 99, 1

apply correspondingly.

* The word "principal" denotes any person who is represent-
ed by another in a juristic act.
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101.

When the validity pf an expression of intention

would be influenced by defect in the intention, by
fraud or coercion, or by knowledge or negligent

ignoranfte of a certain circumstance, the existene

or non-existence of such fact 'is determined as it

exists with reference to the representative.

When a representative is charged with the doing
of a specific juristic act, if he does such act accord-

ing to the directions of the principal, the latter

cannot availhimself of the ignorance of his repre-

sentative in reg:ard to a circumstance which he
liimself knew. The same applies to circuni^tances

of which he was ignorant through negligence.

10'2.

A represeiitative need hot be a person of capacity.

" 103.

A representative whose authority is not specified,

has authority only to do the following acts:

1. Acts for preservation;

2. Acts for the tise or impj^oyement of the thing

or right which forms the subject of represen-

I
tation, but without changing its nature.

104.

A representative whose authority is founded upon

a mandate* may appoint a Stibstitute only with the

sanction of the principal or in case of unavoidable

necessity. f

105.

' A representative who in the case ' mentioned in

the preceding article appoints a substitute is respon-

sibli' to the principal for the appointment and for

supendsion.
,

* See Art. 643 et seq.
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A representative who appoiatis a substitute in com-

pliance with a designation by the principal is re-

sponsible only in case he knew his unfitness or

untrustworthiness and omitted to inform the prin-

cipal thereof or to ren^ore the substitute.

*' /
'

, .

'

106.

A legal representative may
,

appoint a substitute

on his i'esponsibility ; but in case of unavoidable

necessity he incurs only the responsibility specified

in Art. 105, 1.

107.

A substitute represents the principal in regard'

to acts lying within the SKiope of his authority.

A substitute has the same rights and duties as a

representative as against the principal and third

persons.

108.

Nobody can in the same juristic act be represeh-

tativei of the othfer party ^or representative of both

parties ; but this does not apply to the fulfilment

of an obligation.

109.

A person who holds out another . to a third iper-

sdn as his representative is bound by all acts ibe-

.

tween such other and the third person within the

scope of ^nch authority"

110.

When a representative does an act in excess of

his authority, if the, third person had reasoijiable

ground to belicYe^that it was within his authority,

the provisions of the preeediag article apply corre-

spondingly. '

'

'

' c 111.

The right of representation is extinguished by
the following causes

:

26
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1. By the death of the principal;

2. By the death of the representative or by his

being adjudged incompetent or bankrupt.

The tight of representation founded on, a man-

date is also extinguished' by the termination of the^

) mandate. ... -,.

'.-• 112.

The extinction of the right of representation can-

not be set up against a third "ipe^son acting in good

faith,' unless the third person is ignorant of the

fact through his own negligence.

113.

If a person without having a right of , representa-

tion makes a dontrg/ct as representative of another,

such contract has no effect against the principal,;

unless he ratifies it. '

A ratification or its repudiation can only be set

up against the other party if it has been made to

liim ; but this i does not- apply if the other party

knew such fact. ,

114. '

'•

, '^'Sp

In the' case mentioned in the preceding , article

the other party may fix a reasonable period and

call upon the principal to answer definitively within

that period whether he will ratify or not. If the

principal dges not give definitive answer within

such period, he is deemled to^have refused to ratjfy.

' 115.
'

^

• ,, -

A contract made by a person without having a

right of representation can jae cancelled by the

other party so long as the principal has not ratified

it; but -this does not apply if the other party knew;,

at the time of the -contract of -the want of the

.right of representation. '.
' ;- 'itsji*

,
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116.

Unless a different intentidii is expressed," the ef-

fect of the- ratification relates back' to the time t»f

the making of the contra;ct ; - but this cannot im-

pair the rights of third persons. ,
'

117.

If a person who made a contract as representa-

tive of another cannot establish his right of repre-

sentation and ha,s hot obtained its ratification by
the principal, he is responsible to the other party

at the latter's option either for fulfilment or for

damages.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

apply if thfe other party knew that the representa^

tive had no right of representation, or if he was
ignorant of it through his own negligence, or if (the

person who made the contract as representative haxi

not thp capacSity required. ,.

118.
'

The provisions of the preceding five articles apply

correspondingly to a [unilateral act only if the other

party at the time of the act consents that the lact

be done without, the person acting as representative

having ^ right of representation, or if he does hot

dispute his right of representation.^^ The same ap-

plies whtin a unilateral act is done to a person hav-

ing nib fight lof represte-ntation with his consent.-

SECTION IV.

INVALIDITY^ AND CANCELLATION.

119.

An invalid act does not become effective by rati-'

fication; b'utyif the party concerned ratifies it with

28
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inowledge of its invalidity, he is deemed to have

done a new act.

120.

A voidable act .can be candelled only , by the

incapacitated person or the person who has mad«
the- defective expression of intention or by a repre-

sentative or successor of such person. /

An act done by a wife may also be cancelled (by

h.er husband. ,.
'

y ' ^''i;«*i2l.

An act which has been, cancelled is deemed to

iave been invalid, from the begjnnip.g ; but an inca-

pacitated person is bound, to niake restoration to

the extent to which he is still enriched by the act.

122.

If any person specified in Art. 120 ratifies a voi-

dable act, it is deemed to have been valid from the

beginning; but the, rights of third persons cannot

be impaired thereby. .-

123.

If the. other pi^jty to a voidable act is a deter-

mrinate person; such act is cancelled or ratified by

an expressioil of intention made to him.

124.

A ratification j«. v&,lid only if it is made after

the state of facts forming the cause of cancellation

has ceased to exist.

'< Acts of which a person adjudged incompetent

acquires knowledge after he h.as recovered his capa-

city, can. be ratified by him only after acquiring such

knowledge.

The provisions of the foregoing two paragraphs

do not apply to ratifidatiOn ' by a husband or

a legal representative. ,

'

.;,
,'
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125.

If after the time when according to the -pre--

ceding article ratification could be made, any

of the following facts takes place in regard to a

voidable act, it is deenaed to be ratified, unless a

reservation is Expressed, namely

:

1. An entire or part fulfilment;

2. A demand for fulfilment;

3. A novation;*

4. The giving of security

;

;

'

'

5. An entire or part assignment of the rights

acquired by the voidable act; i''^,

6. Compulsory fexecution.

126. ,

^
.

if the. right, of cancellation is not exercised within

five years from the time when ratification could

have been made, it is extinguished by prescription.

The same applies if twenty years have elapsed since

the act was done.
,

'

SECTION V.

CONDITIONS AND TIME' OF COMMENCEMENT
' OR ENDING.

127.
'

>

A juristic act subject to a condition, precedent

takes effect when the condition is fulfilled.

A juristic act subject to a. condition subsequent

ceases to haye effect when the condition is fulfilled.

If' the parties to the act have expressed an in-

tention that the effect of -the fulfilment of a [Con-

dition shall relate back to a time before its ful-

filment, sifch /intention governs.'
,i-i,^

* See Arts. 513 et seq. ,

,".'f
'"

'
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128i '

A party, to a juristic act subject to a condition

must not, while the condition is pending, do any-

thing by which the, benefits which the other party

^

might derive from the fulfilment of the condition

will be impaired.
.

.
;

129.

The rights and duties which the, parties have

while the condition is pending, may be dealt with,

inherited, protected or secured according to the

general provisions.
,

ISO.'" ';^M

If the party whose interests would be adversely af-

fected by the fulfilment of a condition intentionally

obstructs its fulfilment, the other party may treat

it as if it had been fulfilled.

131.

When the condition is already fulfilled at the

time of the juristic act, the latter is unconditionally

valid if the condition is precedent, and is invalid !if

the condition is subsequent.
^

When it is' already "certain at the time of ,the

juristic act thq,t the condition, cannot be fulfilled,

'

the act is invalid if the condition is precedent, ;and

unconditionally valid if the condition is subsequent.

In the cases 'mentioned in the foregoing two para-

,

graphs the provisions of Arts. 128 and 129 apply

correspondingly so long as the parties do not know

whether the condition is fulfilled or cannot be fal-

filled.

132.
, ,

A juristic act upon an, unlawful condition is inva-,

lid, a.nd the same applies to an act conditioned

upon the not doing of an unlawful act.
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133.

A juristic act upon a condition precedent which is

impossible is invalid. / ,/

A juristic ac|; upon a condition subsequent which

is impossible is unconditionally valid.

'

134.

A juristic act upon a condition precedent which"

depends merely upon,' the will of the debtor is in-

valid. ' '

135.

'If atime of commencement* is annexed to a juristic

act, its performance cannot be demanded until such

time has arrived.

If a time of endingf is annexed to a juristic ^ct,

its effect ceases when ^such time arrives.

136.

It is presumed that a time of commencement or

,

ending is fixed for the benefit of the debtor.

The benefit of time may be waived, but this

will not impair any benefit which would accrue

therefrom to the other, party.

137.

In the following cases the debtor cannot allege;

the benefit of a time of commencement or ending:

1. If he has been adjudged bankrupt;

2. If he has destroyed or diminished the' secu-

rity;

3. If he hai not given security "when he was

bound to give it.

* dies g, quo. f dies ad quem.
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CHAPTEE V.

PERIODS OF TIM-E.

' 138. '
'

i,

The maimer of computing period^ of time is go-

verned by tlie provisions of this Chapter, unless it Js

otherwise provided by law or ordinance, by a judi-

cial order or by a juristic act.

139.

When a period is fixed by hours, it begins to

ri;in at once.
'

"',V- 140. I ' :
'.

' ,^.

.

When a period is yfixed by days, weeks, months
or years, the first day «f the period is not included;

but this does not apply if the period begins pre-

cisely at midnight. ',;4,;:,

In the case mentioned in the preceding article the

period ends at the end of the last; day 'of the period.

. 142.

When the last day of a. period is a great festival

day or a Sunday oa: any other holiday, if it is custom-

arj' not tOi carry on transactions on such day, the

period ends en the next day.

143.

When a period is fixed by weeks, months or

years, it is calculated aqcording to the calendar.'

If a period is not computed from the beginning

of a week, month or year, it ends on the day pre-_

ceding that day of the last week, month or jyear

which corresponds to that on which it began. If

in a period fixed by months or years there is nQ

corresponding day in the last month, the last day

of such' month is the day of ending.

•
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OHAPTI]E VI.

.KRESCRIPTiqN.
^

SECTION I.

geni;ral, PEoyisioNS. . -^

-i ] -.• • -: .. .
,.-;', •144..;,.-;.- .-

;
.^ _.' -..;

IThe; effect, of prescription relates back- to ,,the day

from which its period is computed. /

145.

If the party concerned doe^ atit claim the benefit

of prescription, the, court cannot make it the ground

of its judgment.

.-.

'"'
'

" ' /'/ '146. ^- ' ''
"-

.The benefit of
'

prescription cannot be waived bd-

forehand.

, 147.
';•'"',

'
''

'

Prescription is interrupted by the following causes

:

1. By 'a' demand; '

^ .

2. By a seizure, a provisional seizure orr a prd-

visional disposition;*

3. By an acknowledgment.

• ' : '148.-." -

\
'"^'" - " ;'. '

The interruption of prescription as mentioned ' in

the preceding article has effect only a^ between the

parties and their successors.

149. !
'

A judicial demand Hias no effect td interrupt pre'',-

scription, if the' action is rejected or withdrawn.

150.

An order for payment has no effect to interrupt

prescription, if the litispendence loses its effect.

* See Alt. 737 et seq^ of the Code of Civil Procedure.
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A summons for the purpose of an, ,amicat^],e settj,

leruent lias no effect to interrupt prescription, if

the 'other, party does hot appear^ or no settlement

is effected, and no action' is brtfught within one

month.'' The «aipie appKes if -the parties appeal-

voMntarily, but a settlenaent is not effected.'':, ;' ''

'.:-. -l ,r : 152v-':" >- - . "u
'.'

i, Earticipation' ia bankniptcy proceedings: has' no

effect to interrupt prescription, if the er&:ditor after^

w3,rds withdraws from the proceedings or his claim

is rejected, , ^.v/s

^ A summop3 haff no effeet. -jio interrupt 'prescjiption,,,

tinless within six nao^ths a,judical d^^jiand isinad©;'

or: a summons. for, g,n amicab.lie, settjeip.ent is issued,-

6r both parties voluntarily ..appear- for thp-t purpose,,

or a participation in bankruptcy, proceedings taJjes.

place, or a seizure or provisional/ seizure is levied,

or a provisional disposition made.

'

. , . .. .-'-.,154. .' ^ ,...- ,-

A seizure,-' a- provisional seizure or a provisional

dispositioh has no effect to interrupt . prescriptionj

.

if it is vacated "on the application 't>f ' the person-

entitled or becaiiise if'-wks-'hol; in aecordahce -vvith

the provisions of law. ...j' ,'-

'/ y , , i55_ . , : -y : ...

A seizure, a provisional seizure -or a' pi-ovisionat

disposition not made against the person in whose

favor prescription run^, has no effect to interrupt

prescriptioit, until after such person, has been noti-

fied of it.
. ,

•

;
-

.
^ '.,

: .: '

.
,"

'
'

..' :
" '.

156.; /;.,,. ' / .

'^ .,^^-> .r,^

In order to make an acknowledgment effectual

to interrupt in regard to prescription, capacity pr,
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authority to dispose in regard to the right of the

other party is not required.

From the time when the cause of interruption
'

ceases, the interrupted prescription begins again

to rim. ,
.

A prescription interrupted by a judicial demand

begins again to run, from the time when the decision

becomes finally binding,

158. ''''^:^-/

Against a tninor or a person adjudged incompe-

tent, who within six months before the period of

prescription would end is without a legal represen-

tative, prescription is not completed until six nibnths

after the time when he acquires legal capacity or

a, legal representative has assumed ,his functions.

159,

As to rights^ of -an incapacitated person against

Ids father, mother or guardian managing his pro?

perty, prescription is not completed until six months

after he has acquired capacity or a subsequently

appointed legal representative has assumed his

'functions. ,
', '

'

The same applies to rights of 'a wife ag^nst her

iusband until .six mohths after the dissolution of

the marriage.

ieo. '

As against property succeeded to by inheritance,

prescription is not completed until six monihs after

the tim£ when the heir is definitely determined, an

administrator appointed or an adjudication of bank-

ruptcy ma.d,e.

36
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,;
i6i: ,

If at the time when the period of prescription

w(i»uld. end, an interruption of the prescription can-,

not take place because of a natural calaanity or ian

unavoidable ^ccident, prescription is not- completed

until two weeks after the time when such obstacle

ha-s ceased to exist. ,
>

^ SECTION II.

/ ACQUISITIVE PRESCEIPTION.

'

162.

A person who during twenty years, with the in-

tention to be owner has held undisturbed and open

possession of a thing belonging to another, acquires

the ownership of it.

- A person" -who'- -during' ten years with the inten-

tion to be owner has held undisturbed and open

possession of an immovable belonging to another

acquires the own^ship of it, if .he was at the be-

ginning of his possession in good faith aad without

fault.

163.

A person who has exercised any sort of prc^rty
right other than o^vnership undisturbedly and openly

with the intention to have it for himself, acquires

such right after twenty or ten years according t«

the distinction inentioiled in the preceding awticle.

;

164.

The prescription mentioned iii Art. 162 is inter-

rupted, if the possessor voluntarily ahandons /his

poss'ession, or if he is dispossessed by another.

,165.
The pr^isions of the. preceding ajticle apply cor-

respondingly to the case njientioned in Art. 163.
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SBOTko]!^ III.

EXTINOTiVE PEESb'ktPft'0^._ ' ' '. .'
'^

.Extinctive prescription, begins .to pun froi^ the

timcwben tjlje, right cap "t^e exercise^, ,.- \f.,„

The provisions of the fdregoing,-par^rapJi dq pot

.
prevent the running of" actiuisitive prescription,

from the time of p.o.sses.sion, , in favor of a third

persoii' who possesses a'tfiing being the subject of

a right to w^ieM l''Saine^ of tionimenberaeitt or a con-

dition precedent is anne:?;©^;; but the. person entitled

can alwaysidemeyid aijiiaofenQwledgiaent by-rthe ptos-

Sje^|.e>ri;in 0r(3ler.,t<>,..i]iter;?npt> the jprescription^.-,';,-:!
'

.i..>rh-_:. .
<::> ' -aI-.kjh ''

y;;-i .. - -.-
,

--

^

167. -"•^J.i> 'i-^^-'"-:- v
' An' obligation is- -extinguisihed if 'it'is 'n6t"e±ier-^

cised for 4;eii years! -"''^' '*'" ''''--- '. " •-

-•^ ^fopetty'iright other' thaii'ah 'dbligat^fonbr owrler-

ship i'^'extiiiiguished if it'is' nbt'exercistedfor tweniy

16^.

An,,.obligation f/3r periodical pa^nxea^ts, of money
is^^e^tjnguished,, if lilj^is pot -.exercised . for twienty

j;e^rs -from- ,t|ie rtipje for the., first; payment. The

g^me'r.applies jf i^ is
.
pot ^^prpised ,

for ;tej;^ ;years

f^oi^i-the timp for the last, pja^^mept-
,

,' , •_;•;
;,

The creditor of such an obligation may at any

time, in order to obtain. ©>^i^enoe of the interruption

qI. prescription,., demand, from t^e
, debtor ..^ .wrijtten

acknoisyledgemept.;.;,-;;
;,, ;, .,,,,_.,. .. -.,;y^ r ,

-\

• "<';
•

•" '•'-'-ifisr
'' '' '^' ''-y ^'-''^

If an obligation whose object is the prestation of

money or other things determined by the year or

a idsser period is not'-'exercised for five' years, jt is

extitiguished." " ' ' - :
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• The folipwing obligations arej extinguished, if tliey

are not e:^drcised for three years :-^"

1. Obligations ' in favour of p"hysiciahs, midwi-

ves and apothecaries, for attendance, seryices

_ ,. and medicines ;
'

. .
'

' -2. Obligations in favour of'pn^tiheers, builders

and contractors fbr their work;, but this pre-

scription IS computed from, the tinie when
, , . the work in their charge ii" "finished.,
'-'.-'

- - ' ~ - ^ <:
;

5-,.. --ufil^L. :.:.) ;:;.;;:;' .\

'"

.17i5-''
-'''

' " ''' !';'

. The , responsibility of lawyers, notaries ' 'and ' bai-

liffs as to dbcuments' which they, have' rfeceived in

their dapacity sfcg such, ceases -aiter three "years, in

the casg "of lawyers froih the" tiine' when, the mzitter

was "finish^/ in the ca^6' 6f hotatf^s' und'^^iliffs

from the time WheS" they have' pe'rfor!n6d tribir

duties. '
''•'-'-•

'
'

•

' ','-' • ' ./

172. . ,

. , Obligations in tavor of lawyers, notaries or bai-

liffs relating to their ..-faaetdons are extinguished if

they are not exercised for two years from the time

when the matter out of. which the obligation arose

was finished; but an obligation relating to any par-

ticular fact occurring in. the' course of such matter

is extinguished after five years from the time when
such fact was finished, even though the above pe-

riod of two years has not yet expired.
,

.173.
"

: ,,-. - ,^

The following obligations are extinguished if they

are not' exerpised for two, years:—-_

•1. The price of products and goods . sold by

producers, wholesale or retail dealers;

2. Obligations relating to the' work of artisans

working in their home and of manufacturers,;

'
'

'
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3. ObligationSv in favor of keepers of scho61s

and boarding schools,, of teachers and masters

for the price for instruction, clothing, board

and lodging of pupils and apprentices.

174. \ /

' The following obligations are extinguished if th^y

are not exercised for one year:

1. Pay of employees fixed by the month or a

shorter time; ,

'

2. Wages of laborers and the price of things

supplied by them;

3. Freight; > •

4. Charges i for lodging, for food and drink, for

hire of seats, entrance fees, the '.price pf

things consumed as well as advances of mo-

ney in inns, restauxants, assembly rooms for

hire and places of semusement

;

5. Price for the hire of immovables.
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BOOK II.

REAL RIGHTS.

CHAPTEE I.

' GENERAL PROVISIONS.

175.

Real riglits other than those deterihined by this

law or by other laws cannpt be established.

176.

The creation and the transfer of a rea! right tak©

effect from the mere expression of intention of the

parties. /
'

177.

The acquisition or Toss of a real right in an imiho-

vable and any alteration in such right can be set

up against third persons .only if such fact is regis-

tered afccording t6 the provisions of the La^ of

Registration.

178. '

The assigijinent df a real right in a movable pan
be set up against third persons only 'if the thing

is delivered.

179.' ,,,
''-"

When the ownership of, and any other real right

in, the same thing become vested in the , same per-

son, such real right is extinguished; but this does

not apply if such thing or such real right is the,

subject of a right of a third person. f

If ajxy real right, except ownership, and another

right, the subject of which is such real right, become

vested in the same person, such , other right is pX-
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tinguished." In such case the proviso of the forb-

going paragraph applies correspondingly.

The provisions of the foregoing two '|)axagraphs do

not apply to posse^of^ifights;- •

/,

CHAPTER II.

Ipg&ES^Y RICJHTS.

.

SECTION I.

.>; .. ;ACQpSITIOJJ-OF,POSSESSOB^';Rie.HTS,'

A person acquires a possessory right by holding a

thing with the intention- df doing so, for himself.

^"zU-7 ::'>::.''.' ''" .'" :--.-''"
. ^ /-".'' ;..>. i:)!,^.;---,

i
v ''.'

A possessory right may be g,cquired , through a

representative. '^^-

' All' ksfeignmlEsHtt of a possessory -figM is mad'fe -by

the delivery- of' th^ ithiii^' possessed. '"-
- ''A- '

'If the assigiiee 6r/his~ represeiltative is 'Actually

holding the thing, thg assignment of apos^eskory

right may be;inade by.a mere expression of intention

by the parties: '''• ' '

3 -- '"'
-

'" ' -% j-;'-- '^•.

When "a representative expresses an intention' to

hold a thing which he 'has in his own possession

ther-eafte'r for' a -principal, th* laCt^i* acquii-es thereby

a'' possessory' right!'

'

ivj,-- ,;.
. :\\ >: ,-,;

"
•• :' ' . iM: '

-'''- ---

' When possession ^f a thiflg'-is held' through a re-

presentative, if the'^prirLcij«.l directs the reptesfiht-

ative' to lipid' possession" of 'the' iiMxig thereafter

for '& thirii person, such third petsoii . acquires the

poSsessofy*; right upott^ cohSenting -thereto. >



" Wh6^' in consequence of the' nature of ' h'is title

a "jpfcifsessdi- Hbldfe' Mtltout the ' iuteiition bf being

ov\^ner; he can change the, nature of 'his possesSio'h

only by a notice to the person Avho put him into

poS^eBsfbn; that h« intends to hold pbssessidri as

bwnter, or by begiruiing "a new possession under a

'

new title with the intention of holding ' as" owner.

;It is.
.

presumed ,,'th,a<j_ a possessor f possesses with

th,e. indention ; o|., h.ol,diiig ^ . own,er^:
,
^n sgood faith,

undisturbed and :ropenly,. . .

, ,

y . , ,
;

.,,:If it,is p;;oved.tltat a,;,.p.eFSQn l^as pqss^^ased ^ thing

^jt;, ,two..diffe^:e^t, times, it,;,ia.,^pp^^^rume,d^ :t^at,,,hi,s

P<>ssessien has, .Cj9ntihu^dl4uri^^^:>;^"bQ rintervaLy,. ,

The successor, of 4- possessor: ,c^ ..allege at, his

option either his own possession only, or his own
possession together with .that of his predecessor.

If together with his own possession h6 alleges,, the

possession of, his' predecessor,, he succeeds also to

its defects. '

'

'''
' ' •*-

SECTION II.

\. THE EFFECT OF.POSSESSORY- RIGHTS.
- ' "' ' '-

' •.-. „ ..*.

,,It.is presum,§d that; a pp§^,essor has Iz^-^fuliy iths'

right wjh.ich he fixe^cise^ ro.ver; th,e, th|i;ig ,posse5s;e,4.-

' ' ;•
•^" "'

' m-y •

'''
-

^' '<'^''-'^-:-^

A possessor in good faith acquires the fruits of

the thing
.

possessed.

If d pioss'eSsor in good faitfi is'"defeated ih a' p^eti-

tory* action, he is 'deeiited-toie a po^se'ssbr in biad^

faith'^' froffl the time' of '"the* commenceilQeni. of : the

actid&
''

'

•''''"'
'

'"'"' ''"

;
* See Art. 2d2l
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190.

A possessor in. bad faith is bound to restore the

fruits and to compensate tjie price of those which

he has already consumed or by his fault damage^

or omitted to secure.

The provisions of the foregoing -paragraph apply

^ correspondingly to a person who possesses by force
,

or clandestinely. '

191.

If the thing possessed is lost of damaged by a

cause attribjitable to the possessor, a possessor in

bad faith is liable to the person who reclaims the

thing' for full damages, and a possessor in good

faith is liablei so far as he Jis actually enriched by

reason of such loss or damage; but a possessor who
has not the intentioji to hold as owner is liable for

all damages even though he is in good faith.

r 192,

If a (person, without disturbance and openly begins

to possess a movable thing in good faith and without

fault, he acquires at once the right exercised by

"him over the thing.

193.

If in the case mentioned in the preceding article

the thing possessed is one which has been stolen,

or lost, the person whose thiag was stolen or the

loser may reclaim the tiling from the possessor"

withih two years from the time of the theft or loss.

194.

If a possessor has acquired the thing stolen or

lost in good faith by purchase, at auction or an a
pu,blic market or from a trader who deals in goods

of the same kind, the, person whose thing was stolen,

or the loser can reclaim it from the possessor /only
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on. condition that he refunds to the possessor the

amount which the latter has paid' for it. ';.'

:'.> 195.

A person who has possession of an animal other

than a domestic animal, which was formerly kept

by another person, acquires the right which he exer-

cises over such animal, if he began his possession, in

good faith and the former keeper pf the animal

does not reclaim it from him within one mon_th

from the time when "it escaped.

196.

When' a possessor restores the thing possessed, he

isi entitled to reimbursenient from the person who
reclaims, it for whatever ainouat he has expended

on its preservation and for other necessary expens-

es; but if the possessor has acquired the fruits

of the thing, the ordinary necessary expenses fall

upon him. '

If a possessor has expended money in improving

the- thing possessed or incurred other be];ieficial ex-

penses for it, provided that: an increase of the value

of the , thing still exists therefrom, he is entitled

against the person who reclainis it, at the latter's

option, either to the amount of such expenditure or

to the increase of value. .But as against a possessor

in bad. 'faith the court may on the application of

the person reclaiming grant him a reasonable time

for payment. '

197.

A possessor may bring a possessory , -action* as ,

provided in the following, five. articles. This applies

also to a person who holds possession for another.

* Se^' Art. 202.
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If a possessor is disturljed in Ms possession, lie

may bj an action for the maintenance of possession

claim tlie stoppage of the disturbance and damages.

»i99.
'

'

;

Jf there is"' an apprehension that his possession is

alJcnit to be ' disturbed^ a possessor may by an action

for the' preservation of possession claim the preVen-

tidri'-of such disturbance ot' security for da.mages.

260.
'

'

';

If a,' possessor is dispossessed, he may by an

action foi^ the recovery of possession claim the resto-

ration, of tie thifig, and da,mages:_, .

' •> '
.

-

'Against a singular :suceessor:of a dispossessor 3^
action for the recovery of' possession, will not -He,-

unless he had 'k:no:wledge of the fact of the ;dis-

po^sessiou. ....„* r '.
• .

^" "'-5->;-'.
^ '2Q1.. •"- /.' '^'^ \'

Ah action for the maintenance of- possession must

be brought -wBlie' the disturbanlce continues, or ^not

later th&nohe "year after it has' ceased. But if the

thing possessed is damaged by any.' cGnstruOtiohv-tiie

action bannot-bebrought after; one year-has elapsed

since the 'beginning of such conStructiohj ^oi' af%fe'#

it' is coiiipleted.- ' ;"•, '•':•

' An aqtion for the presefvatioh of possession "can

be brought at any timte .while' the dianger of injury

continues; but if . there, Is ''aJi- apprehension that

dainage will arise to the thing possessed' from any

construction, the proviso of the foregoing paragraph

applies. .
.,..*'

An action for tlie recovery of
^
pqsse'ssioh must be

brought within one year -from the time of the d-is-

pcissession.
^
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' A' possessory actjqu and ,& p^titpry action* clo not
exclude each other.

A possessory Action 'ca,nndt' be decided upon
•grpTjinysrelafchig' to th6' petitory right^^

,

'

.SECTION III. /

EXTINQTION OF PQ8SESS0PY RIGHTS.

-203..

A possessory right is extinguished, if the .possessor

abandons the intention td possess, or if he Ips'es

the detention-f-' of .'the 'thin^j- unless he brings an
action for the pecoyery of possession.

'-,< ;-- SOI . ^^^ , ,

'/

If .possession is held .through a.-^epresentative, a

possessory right is extinguished:—

,

,, A

1. If the principal abandbns the intention ,tq

:ha,ye ,the >represeflta,tiye hold ' possession

;

2. If' the irepresentatiye expresses to the prin-

cipal his intention thereafter to hold the

.thing possessed for himself or for v^a third

person;
.^

, ; ,
-,,.., ,, ;\

3. ft the representative loses the> detention of

the thing possessed. .

A possessory right, is not extinguished by thp

mere [extinction of the right of representation.-

* Petitory action, honken no iittae, is any action founded
upon :the right itself,«. §. upon, the right of ownership, or
superficies etc. Possessory, action, senyu no uttae, means an
action based on the fact of possession.

z

t Detention means anj physical holding' of a^ thing.
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SECTION IV.

QUASI POSSESSION,

205;

If a persoa exercises a property right with the

intention to have it for hiinself, the provisions of

this Chapter apply correspondingly.

CHAPTER III.

OWNERSHIP.

SECTION I.

THE EXTENT OF OWNERSHIP.

206.

An owner has the right, subject to the restrictions

imposed by law or ordinance, freely to use the'

thing owned, to take the profits of it and to dis-

pose of it. ,

20^.

The ownership of land, s.ubject to the restrictions

imposed by laW or ordinance, extends above and

below the surface.

'

r 208.

If several persplis divide a building so that each

owns a part of it,, those parts of the building and

its appurtenances which are used in common, are

presumed to be owned in common.

The expen^QS of repair^ of the parts held in

conimon and other chargep are divided according to

the value of the part owned by each person.

>•- 209.

An owner of land may claim the -use of adjoining

\

land so far as necessary for the purpose of the

erection of, or repairs in, a wall or building on or
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near the boundary line; but he cannot enter upon
the dwelling house of a neighbor without the latter's

consent.

If in the,- case of the foregoing paragraph . the

neighbor sustains any djaihage, he may claim com-
pensation in money. /

' '' 210.

If land is so surrounded, by other land that it

has no access to the public highway, the ^owner 'of

such' land may pa^s over the surrounding land to

reach the highway.

The same applies, if passage can only be , had
over a pond, ' marsh, river or canal or over the sea^

or if there is a steep slope with a considerable dif-

fe'renoe of level between the land and the' highway.

211.

In th6 cases mentioned in the preceding article

the locality and the manner of the passage must

be so chosen as to meet the needs of the person

entitled to passage and at the sanie time to cause

as little injury as possible tp the surrotmding lan,d.

If necessary, the person entitled to. passage may
construct a road for passage.

212.

The person entitled to passage must pay a com-

pensation for any injury to the land over which |the

passage lies. Such compensation, exept for damage

/arising from the construction of a, road, can be

made by annual payments.

213.

If in consequence of a partition land is left

without access to the highway, the owner of such

land may pass to the highway: only through land

owned by the other persons who were parties to

49
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the paxtition. In such case no compensation need

be paid.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph apply

correspondingly if the owner of land has assigned

a part of it.

214.

The owner of land cannot obstruct the natural

flow of water from adjoining land.

2115.

If by reason of some accident the flow of |the

water is obstructed upon, the lower land, the owner

of the higher land may^kt his own. expense ;construct

any works necessary for the off-flow of the water.

216.

If by the destruction 'of or any obstruction to

works erected on land for collecting, discharging or

conducting water, damage is caused to other land,

or if there is an apprehension that damage may
be caused thereby, the owner of the otker land may
require the owner of the former land to make
repairs or provide for the off-flow of the water,

and, if, necessary, to construct works for protection.

217.

If in the cases mentioned in th^ preceding two
articles there is any special custom as to defrayment

of the expenses, such custom governs.

218.

The owner of land cannot construct any ropf or

other structures so^ that rain water falls direbtly

upon adjoining land.

219.

The owner of land on 'which there is a ditch,

canal or other water course cannot change its water-
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flow or widti, if the land on the opposite bank
belongs to another person.

If the land on both banks belongs to the owner <

of the land on which the water course is, he may

'

change its water-^flow, and width, but the water
must be restored, to its natural course at the place

of exit.

If there is a custom different from the provisions

of the foregoing
, two paragraphs, swch custom

governs.

220.

The owner of high lahd,. in order to drain wet land

or to get rid of ' waste water used for domestic,

agricultural or industrial purposes, may conduct

water through low land to a highway, a public

water course ot a drain ; but the locality and manner
must be so chosen as to do the least possible, damage
to the low land.

'

,

'

'

221.
,

The owner of land may use for the conduct of

the water of his land any structures made by the

owner of high or low land.

If in the case of the foregoing paragraph a person

uses structures made by another, he must bear a

part of the expenses of their construction and pre-

servation in proportion to the benefit acruing to

him therefrom.

222.

If there is a need for the construction of a dam
on land on which there is a iWater course^the owner

of the land inay join it to the opposite .bank; but

he must pay compensa,tion for any damage arising

therefrom.

If a paxt of th6 land on which the iwater course

is, belongs to the owner Of the opposite bank, tjie

latter may also use the dain, but he must bea^ a part

51
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,of; the expenses im accordance with the provisions

of the preceding article.

'223.

The owner of land may at the joint expense of

himself and the owner of the adjoining land set

up things to mark the boundary.

224.

The neighbors must bear equally the expenses of

constructing and maintaining the boundary marks;

but the expensei of a survey is divided in proportion

to the areas of their lands.

225.

If between two buildings belonging to different

owners, there is land whidh is not built upon, either

owner may set up a fence on the boundary line at

their joint expense.

If the parties cannot agree, tl^e fence shall be

made of boards or bamboos and shall be six shakii*

high.

226.

The neighbors must bear the eipense of the con-

struction and preservation of the fence equalty.
m

227.

Each of the neighbors has the right to make the

fence of better materials or higher than is provided

in Art. 225, 2, but the additional expense of doing

so he must bear himself.

228.

• If there is; a custom different from the provisions

of the preceding three articles such custom governs.

* See note to Art. 234.
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229. .

. Boundary marks, fences, walls and ditches made
qn the boundary line are presumed to belong in

gommon to the neighbors.

230.

To a wall standing on a boundary line, which

; forms a part of a building, the prpvisions of the

preceding Article do not apply.

The same applies to that portion o^ a wall between

two bliildings of unequal height, which overtops

the lower building, unless it is a wall built for

protection against fire.

231. , ,

Each neighbor hasi a right to carry up a common
wall higher, but if the wall cannot bear such work,

he must at his own expense increase the structure

or must rebuild the wall-
"

|

The a^ddition made to the height of the Wall under,

the provisions of the foregoing paragraph is in the

sole ownership of the person who carried out such

work. >• :^'
v

.

'' " ' \i
232. '

If in the case mentioned in the preceding article

the neighbor is damaged, he may, claim compensa-

tion.

233.

If the branches of bamboos or trees on adjoining

land extend over the boundary line, the owner of

such bamboos ^or trees may be required to cut

them off.

If the roots of bamboos or trees oil adjoining

land extend over the boundary line, they may be

cut off. , .
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234.

^^' In erectiag buildings there must b,e a distance

of not less than one shaku five sun* from fthe

boundary line.

If a person is erecting a building in contravention

of the provisions of the foregoing paragraph, the

owner of the neighboring land may stop its erection

or have it changed; but after a year has elapsed

since the commencement of the building, or after

the building has been completed, he can only claim

damages.

235.

' A person who makes at a distance of less than

three shdku from the boundary line a (window or

verandah which overlooks the residential grounds

of another person must attach a screen.

The distance in the foregoing paragraph is com-

puted at a straight angle from that point of the

window or verandah which is nearest to the neigh-

boring land, to the boundary line.

236.

If there is| a custom different from the provisions

of the preceding , two articles, such custom governs.

237.

If a Well, a cistern^ a cesspool te a receptacle for

manure is to be dug, it must 'be at a distance tof

not less than ,six shaku from the boundary line;

or if a pond, a cellar or' .a privy ivault is to be dug,

it must be at a distance ' of lip|t less than three

shaku from the boundary line.

Water pipes must be laid or ditches dug at la

distance of not less than one half of their depth

from the boundary line; but in no case need the

.•distance be more than three shaku.

* One shaku = .994, foot, one sun = 1.193 inch.
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238.

If a work as mentioned in the preceding article

is carried out near to the boundary line, due care

must be taken to prevent earth 6r sand from caving

in or water or filth from percolating through.

SECTION II.

ACQUISITION OF OWNEKSHIP.

239.

The ownership of a movable thing whicih has no

owner is acquired by possessing it with the inten-

tion of being owner.

An immovable thing which has no owner falls

to the ownership of the State Treasurv.

240.

The findeir of a lost article acquires the ownership

of it, if the owner cannot be ascertained within one

year after public notice has been given according

to the provisions contained in special laws.

241.

The finder of hidden treasure acquires the owner-/

ship of it, if the owner cannot be ascertained within

six months after public .notice hafe been given

according to the provisions contained in special laws.

But in case of hidden treasure found in a thing

belonging to another, the finder arid the owner ac-

quire the ownership in equal shares.

242.

The owner of an immovable thing acquires, the

ownership of a thing wliich is connected with it ^s

an accessory ; but this does not affect the rights

*
.
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of another persoa who by virtue of a title has atta-

ched the thing to the other.

, 243. .

If several movable things belonging to different

owners, are connected to each other* so that they

cannot be separated without injury, the ownership

oJ^, the thing combined belongs to th'e owner of jthe

principal movable. The same applies if separation

can be mlade only at an excessive cost.

244.

If in regard to movable things connected together

there cannot be madfe a distinction of principal, and

accessory, the owners of the single movables hold

the thing combined in common, in proportion to

their values which the sfeparate things' had at the

time of connection.

245.

The provisions of t^ie preceding two articles apply

correspondingly if things belonging to different ow-

ners are mixed together so that distinction becomes

impossible. ,
"

>

246.

• If a person has worked up a movable thing of

another, the ownership of the thing worked up be-

longs to the owner of the materials ; but if the

value created by the work largely exceeds the value

of the materials, the .wotker acquires the ownership

of such thing.*
,

If the worker has supplied, a part of the materials,

he acquires the ownership of the thinig only in case

the value of the materials supplied by him together

Avith the value of his work exceeds the value of

the materials supplied by the other.

* This is nearly the same as what is called specificatio in
Roman law.-
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247.

If the ownership df a thing is extinguished under
the' provisions of the preceding five articles, all

other rights in the . thing are also extinguished.

If the owher of such a thing becomes sole owner
of the thing combined, mixed or worked up, the

tights mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, 'exist

henceforth in the thing combihed, mixed or worked
up, or if he becomes co-owner, in his share.

"
'

,

" V ' '

'
•

'

.

' 248. .

.J'

, A person who has suffered a loss by the applica-

tion of the provisions of the preceding six articles

may ^., claim compensation according to the provi-

sions of Arts. 703 and 704.

SECTION III.

CO-OWNERSHIP.

249. \-

Each co-owrier may use the whole of the thing

held in common in proportion to his shate.

250.

If is presumed that the ^shares of the co-owners •

are equal.

25i: '

'^

'

~ f'

No co-owner has fee right to make any alteration

in the thing held in common .without the consent

of the other co-owners.
i

\ 252.' ''>

Except in the case mentioned in the preceding

article matters relating to the management ' of the

thing held in" common are decided by the majority

of the co-owners accordant to the. value of the

share of each of them; but each co-owner has the,

right to do acts pf preservation.
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253.

Each co-owner pays the expenses of the mg-nage-

ment and bears the charges upon the thing held in

common, in proportion to his share.

If a co-owner ddes not perform the obligations

mentioned in the foregoing paragraph for one year,

the other co-owners have a right to acquire hisi

.share on payment of a reasonable compensation.

2^4.

An obligation existihg in favor of one co-owner

against another co-owner in regard to the thing

held in common, may be exercised against a singu-

lar successor of the latter.

255. '

. , -.

If one of the co-owners renounces his share, or

if he dies without an heir, his share accrues to

the other co-owners.

256.

Each co-owner has a right to demand at any

time the partition of the thing held in common, but

it may be provided by cbntifact ffiat partition shall

not be made fbr a period not exceeding five years.

', This contract may be renewed, but its duration

from the tim^ of renewal must not exceed five years.

'f

257.

The provisions of the preceding article do not

,

apply to such' things held in common as are men-

tioned in Art. 208 and~^Art.'-229.

258.
'

,

If the co-owners cannot agree,
, application may

be made to the court for partitioh.

If in case of the foregoing paragraph partition of

the thing itself cannot be made, or if there, is reason
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to apprehend that by partition the value' of the

thing would be considerably diminished, the court

may order the thing to be sold by auction.

.259.
'

If an obligation existsi in favor of ,ohe co-owner

against another co-owner relating to the co-owner-

ship, the foriner may at the time of partition claim

performance out of the share falling to his debtor.

If it is necessary for such performance to sell

the share in the thing held in common falling to

the debtor, the creditor may demand such sale.

260.

Any person who hais, a right in regard to the thing

held in common, and the creditors of a co-owner

may at their own expense intervene in the partition.

If in, disregard of an application made according

to the provisions of the foregoing paragraph, par-

tition is effected without^ waiting for the inter-

vention, the partition cannot' be set up against the

persons who made the application for intervention.

261.'

Each co-owner is bound in accordance to his share

by the sarnie warranties as a seller in respect to the

things which the other co-owners have received iiinder

the partition.

262.

After the partition has been terminated, each par-

ty must preserve all documents relating to the thing

which he has received.

Documents relating to the thing partitioned among

all or several of the cO-owners must be preseryed

by the person -who has received the largest share.

If in the case of the, fpregoing paragraph^ there is

no person who has received a larger share, a custo-
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diaa is appointed by agreement of the parties to

the partition, and if they cannot agrfee, he is desig-

nated by the court.

The custodian of a document must on demand

allow the use of the docum'ent to the other parties

to the partition. j
^

,

263.

As- to an iriaiken*. which has the nature of co-

ownership the provisions of this Section apply in

addition' to local customs.

264.

The provisions of this Sfection apply correspond-

ingly where several persons hold a property right

other than ownership, exdept cus otherwise provided

by law or ordinance.

CHAPTER IV.

SUPERFICIES. '

265.

A superficiary has the right to use another per-

son's land for the purpose of owning thereon struc-

tures or bamboos and trees.

266.

If a superficiary is bound^ to pay a fixed ground

rent to the owner of the land, the, provisions pf'

Art*. 274-276 apply correspondingly.

Xlso the provisions as to hiring of _ things apply

correspondingly to the rent.

* Iriaiken means generally a right held by a whole village
to take woojid or grass from certain 1and< especially forests.

See also Art; 294.
'

- »
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267.

The prpy-isions of Arts. 209-238 apply correspond-

ingly to the telations hetween superficiaries or bet-

ween a siaperfioiary and the. owner of the land;

but the presumption mentioned in Art. 229 , applies

correspondingly to a superficiary only as to works

**^ch have been constructed after the creatibn of

the superficies..

268.

If no time for the duration of a superficies has

been fixed in the act by which '^t 'v^s created, and
there is no special custom, the superficiary may
surrender Ms right at" any time; but if "he is bound

to pay a ground!, rent, he must igive notice at least one

year "beforehand or pay on,e year's unaccrued rent.

If the superficiary does not, surrender his right

according to the provisions' of the foregoing, para-

graph,- the court may on the application bf a party

concerned fix' the duration of the. right at from

twenty to fifty years, taking into consideration the

kind and condition, of the structures or bamboos

ajid trees, as well as the circumstau.ces existing at

the tiine when, ^the right was created.

269.

At the time of the termination of a superficies

the superficiary, on restoring the land to its former

condition, may take away his structures or bamboos

and trees. But if the owner of the land gives notice

that he desires to buy such things, and offers their

present value, the spperficiary cannot refuse such

offer except for some just, reason. ' \
,

If there, is a custom different from thfe provisions

of the foregoing paragraph, such custom governs.
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CHAPTBE V.

• EMPHYTJS^EUSIS.

270.

An emphyt&uta hafe a right to carry on agriculture

'

or to rdar animals on the land of anJfother on pay-

ment of a rent.

271. ., \

An emphyteuta must not make any change which

will cause permanent damage to the land.

2t2.

An emphyteuta may assign his right, to another

person or ijaay let the land for the purpose ' of

agriculture or the rearing , of animals within the

duration of his right ; unless that has been forbidden

by the act of creation.

273.

As to the duties of an emphyteuta, ' in addition to

the provisions of this Chapter atid to any provisions

contained in the act of creation, the rules relating

to hiring of things apply correspondingly.

274.

Even though a,n emphyteuta suffers a loss as to

the profits by vis major, he has no claim for the

remission or reduction of his rent.

,

275. ,

' If an emphyteuta because -of vis major receives

no profits at all for three consecutive years or more,

or for five consecutive years or more receives only

a profit which is less than his rent, he may surrend-

er his right.

276.

If an , emphyteuta fails to pay his rent for two
consecutive years or is adjudged bankrupt, the land-
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lord, may claim tlie extinguishment of the emphy-
teusis.

' ,277.
^

'

"$(

'
.
If there is any custom different from the provi-

sions of the preceding six articles, such custom

governs. '

'

278.

The duration of an emphyteusis is from twenty'

to fifty years. If it is created, for a longer period

than fifty yeajs, such period is reduced 'to fifty years.

,The, creation of an emphyteusis may be renewed,

but not for more than fifty years from the time of

renewal.

If the pericyd of duration has not been fixed in the

act of crea.tion, it, is, except so far as there is 'a

different custom, to be thirty years.

The provisions of Art. 269 apply correspondingly

'to aji emphyteusis.

CHAPTEK VI. ,

SEEVITUDES.

280.

The holder of a servitude has a right to apply

another person's land to the benefit of his own
land in accordance with the purpose specified in

the act of creation : but he must not contravene

those pirpvisions of Chapter III, Seotioii I which

relate to public order.

281., //

A servitude, being appurtenant to the ownership

of the 'dominant land, is transferred with it an^ is

the subject of other rights existing . in the domi-

nant land, unless otherwise provided in the act of

creation.

A seryitude cannot be assigned or made the sub-

ject of other Tights apart from the dominant land.
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282.

One co-own'er of land cannot have a servitude

existing for the benefit of or in such land extinguish-

ed as to his share.

If land is partitioned or a part of it assigned, the

Servitude exists for or in each part, unless it from

its nature relates only to some particular part of

the land.

:

-
'^ 283.

Only a continuous and. visible servitude can be
,

acquired by prescription.
i

284.

If one co-owner has acquired a servitude by pres-

cription, it is also acquired by the other co-owners.

An interruption of prescription against co-owners

is effective only if it is made, against each co-owner

who exercises the servitude.

If there are two or more co-owners exercising the

servitude, even though there is a cause for the sus-

pensiqp of prescription as against one co-owner,

prescription runs in favor of all.

285.

If on land subject to a servitude for the . use of

water there is not sufficient water for the require--

ments of the dominant and the ' servient land, the

water is used first for domestic purposes and the

remaining water for other purposes according to

the requirements of eaoh piece of land ; but this rule

does not apply if it has been otherwise provided

by the act of creati&iL
^

If two or m6re servitudes for the use -of water

have been created in the same servient land, the

holder of a later servitude cannot interfere with

the use of the water by the holder of a prior ser-

vitude.
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286.

If the owner of servient lajid takes upon himself,

either by the act of creation- or by special Eigree-'

naent, a "duty to build or repair structures for the

exercise of a servitude at his own expense, such

duty devolves upon his singular successors.

287.

The owner of servient land may at any tim%" free

himself from the duty nientioned in the preceding

article by abandoning to the holder of the servitude

.

the ownership pf such portion of the land as is

necessary for the servitude.

288.

The owner of servient land may use structures

pu4; upon the servient land, for the -purposes, of the.

servitude, but only so far as ' he does not thereby

interfere with the .exercise of the servitude.

In such case the owner of servient land must

bear a part of ^he expense, of the construction and

preservation of the structures in proportion to the

benefit accruing to him therefC^.

g '" "289:
.

:r

If the possessor of servient land has exercised his

possession under the conditions necessary for acqui-

sitive prescription, the servitude is extinguished

thereby. i

,290; ,

' -^ '

r

The extinctive' prescription mentioned in the pre-

cedi^ng article is interrupted by the holder of the

servitude exercising his right.
^

291.- :

The period for extinctive prescription specified

/in Art. 167, 2 is computed, as to a discontinuous

. ' . . 65
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servitude from the time when the holder exercised it

last, and as tO| a continuous servitude from the time

when a fact interfering with the exercise of the

servitude occurred.

292.

When the, dominant land belongs to two or more _

co-owners, ifi an interruption or suspension of the'

prescription occurs ip favor of one of them, such

interruption or suspension has effect also in favor

of the other co-owners. * -

293.

If the holder of a servitude does not exercise a

part of his right, such part only is extinguished by

prescription.

294.

As to an iriaiken* not having the nature of co-

ownership, in addition to the custom of each local-

- ity, the provisions of this Cha-pter apply corres-

pondingly.

GHAPTEE VII.

POSSESSORY LIENS.

• .
295.

If the possessor of a thing belonging. -to another,'^

has an obligation in his favor relating to the thing

possessed, hei^raay retain the thing until the obli-

gation is 'performed; but this/ does not appj.y if the

obligation i-s not yet due.

The provisions of the foregoing "paragraph do not

apply if the possession began by an iinlawful act.

296. *

,

A. lienholder may exercise his right against the ,

whole of the thing retained, until the obligation is

wholly perforpied.

* See Art. 263.
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297.

A lienholder may take the fruits of the thing

retained and appropriate them to the performance
of the obligation in preference to other creditors.

Such fruits -must first be appropriated to the

interest on the obligation, and if there is any sur-

plus, that must be appropriated to the principal.

298.

A lienholder must possess the thing rfetained with

the care of a good manager.

A lienholder cannot use or let the thing retained

or give it as security without, the consent of the

debtor; but this does- not apply to such use as is

necessary for the preservation of the thing.

If a lienholder acts contrary to the provisions of

the foregoing two paragraphs, the debtor may claim

the extinguishment of the Ken.

299.

If a lienholder- incurs necessary expenses in res-

pect to the thing retained, he. may require the

owner to reimburse him. .
.

If, a lienholder incurs beneficial expenses in res-

pect to the thing retained, and an increase- in the

value of the thing therefrom remains in existence,

'he may require the owner to pay either the ajuount

. of the expenses or such increased value at the latter's

o]3tion; b-at^thc court may on the application of the

owner allow hirn a reasonable time for doing so. -~

300.

'J'he exercise of a right of lien does not prevent

,
the running of extinctive prescription of the- ob-

ligation.
,

. .

301.

The debtor may claim the extinguishment of the

Jight of liep on giving proper security.. -

'
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302.

A lien is extinguished by the loss _of possession;

but this does not apply to the case where the thing

retained is let or pledged according to the provi-

sions of Art. 298, 2. >•
,

CHAPTBE VIII.

PREFERENTIAL RIGHTS.*

SECTION I..

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

S -:- 303.
^

A holder lof a preferen,tial right has in accordance

with the provisions of this Code or other lalws, a

right as to the property of his debtor to receive

therefrom performance of an obligation due to-him

in preference to other creditors.

304.

A preferential right can also be exercised against

money or other things which the debtor is to receive

by reason of the sale, • letting or loss of the- thing

forming the subject of the right or of, damage to

it ; but the holder of the preferential^- right must

have such money or thing seized before it is paid

or delivered.
'

-
,

The same applies to the consideration, for^ a real

right -Which the debtor has created in the- thing

forming the subject , of the preferentia,! right.
•;'*'

^
305.-

The provisions of Art. 296 apply correspondingly

to preferential rights.'

* These Tights some-what resemble what in English law are
-called equitable liens, but are not exactly the same.
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SECTION II.

CLASSES OF PEEFEEENTIAL EIGHTS.

SUBSECTION I.

GENEEAL PEEFEEENTIAL EIGHTS.

306.

A person ia whose favor an obligation exists for

any of the. following causes has a preferential right

in the whole property Of the debtor:

—

L Expenses for the eommon benefit;

2. Funeral expenses;

3. Wages of employees;

4. Supplies of daily necessaries.

X 307.

The "preferential right on account of expenses for

the common benefit" is for expenses incurred for the

common benefit of all the creditors in regard to the

preservation, liquidcttion or distribution of the deb-

tor's property.

If any such expense was not incurred for the bene-

fit of all the creditors, the preferential right only

exists as against those creditors for whose benefit

it was incurred.

308.

The "preferential right on._account of funeral ex-

penses" is for such funeral expenses as are accordant

to the station in life of the debtor.

' This preferential right exists also for such funeral

expenses incurred by the debtor as are accordant

to the station in life of a relafeve or a intember of

his house whom the debtor was bound to s.upport.

^
309.

The "preferential right on account of wages of

employees" is for 'wages due to an employee of the

debtor for six months back; but the amount is

limited to fifty yen.
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310.
J

The jjpreferential right on account of supplies of

daily necessaries" is for supplies for six months back

of food, drink, wood, charcoal, oil and petroleum

necessary for the living of the, debtor, of his rela-

tives and members of his house, who live with him-

and whom he is bound to support, and of his and'

their servants.

SUBSECTION II.

PREFERENTIAL RIGHTS IN MOVABLES:

.
, 311.

A person in whose favor an obligation exists for

any of the following causes has a preferential right'

in particular movables of the debtor :

—

1. Hiring of an immovable;

2. Lodging in azi inn;

3. Transportation of travellers or goods;'

4. Negligence of public officers in the perform-

ance of their functions;

5. Preseivation of movables;

6. Sale of movables;

7. Supply of seeds, plants or manure;

8. Agricultural or industrial labor.

312.

The "preferential right on account of the hiring of

an immovable" is for the hire of the immovable and

for -other obligations of the hirer arising from the

relation of hiring, and is in the movable things of

the hirer.

313.

The preferential right of the lessor of land is in

such movables as have been brought upon the land

leased- or into buildings subservient to the use of

such land, in such movables as are destined for the
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use of such land in such fruits of the land as axe

in the possession of the lessee.

The preferential righ.t of the less'or df a building-

is in such movables as have been brought into the

building by the lessee.

314.

If a leasee is assigned or sublet, the preferential

right of the original lessor extends tq the movables

of the assignee or sublessee. The same applies to

th-e money which the assignor or the sublessor is to

Teceive. yf:

315.

In case of a general liquidation of the property

of the lessee the preferential right ,of the lessor is

only for the rent and other obligations of -the last

preceding, the current and the next following term

and for such damages as have arisen during the

last preceding and the current term.

316. V

If the lessor has received security money, he has

a, preferential right only for that portion of the

obligation as to which he does not receive perfoa-m-

ance out of the security-money.

317.

The "preferential right on account of lodging in an

inn" is for the charges for lodging, food and drink

of a traveller, his suite and lais cattle and horses,

and is i^ the baggage which is in the inn.

318.

The "preferential right on account of transporta-

tion' 'is for charges for the carriage of a traveller

or of goods and for incidental expenses, and is in

all goods in the hands of the carrier.
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319.

The provisions of Arts. 192-195 apply correspond-

ingly to the preferential rights mentioned in the

preceding seven articles.

320.

The "preferential right on account of security mo-

ney of public officers" is for any obligation arising^

from a negligence of a public officer in the per-

formance of his functions, and is in such security

money.

321.

The "preferential right on account of the preser-

vation of a movable" is for the expense of the pre-

servation of a movable thing, and is in such thing.

This preferential right exists also for necessary

expenses incurred for. the purpose of having a, right

relating to a movable preserved, ratified or realized.

-322.

The "preferential right on account of the sale of -

a movable" is for the purchase money of a movable

and interest thereon, and is in such movable.

323.

The "preferential right on account of thfe supply

of seeds, plants or manure" is for the price of seeds,

plants or manure and interest thereon, and is in

the fruits which have grown on the land for which
those things have been used within one year after

their uSe.

This preferential right is also for the supply of

silkworm eggs or of mulberry leaves used for feeding

the worms, and is in the things produced from such

eggs and- leaves.
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. ,
324.

The "preferential right on. account of agricultural

and industrial labor" is as to "a pers'on wHo perform-

ed agricultural labor -for wa^es for one year back,

and as to a person who performed industrial labor^

for -wages for three months back, and is in the fruits

or manufactured things produced by his services.

SUBSECTION III.

PREFERENTIAL RIGHTS IN IMMOVABLES.

325.

A person, in whose favor an obligation exists for

any of the following causes has a preferential right

in a particular immovable of the debtot :

—

1. Preservation of an immovable;

2. Work done upon asn immovable;

3. Sale of an immovable.

326.

The "preferential right on account of the preser-

vation of an immovable" is for the expense of preser-

vation of an immovable, ajid is in such immovable.

In the case of the foregoing paragraph the provi-

sions of Art. 321, 2 apply correspondingly.

327^ /.
*

The "preferential right on account of work done

upon an immovable" is for the chtoges for work

done upon an immovable of the debtor by a builder,

a gishi or a contractor, and is in such inamovable.

This preferential right exists only if there is an

increase of the value of such immovable due to such

work, and is Only in- such increased value.
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328.

The "preferential right on apcount of the sale of

an immovable" is for the purohase money and inter-

est thereon, and is in sjich immovable.

SECTION III.

THE RANK OF PREFERENTIAL RIGHTS.

329.

When general preferential rights conflict, the rank

of their precedence is according to the order in

Art. 306.

Wheh a general preferential right conflicts with

a specia] preferential right, the latter takes j)reee-

dence ; but the preferential right on account of ex-

penses for the common benefit takes precedence as

against all creditors who are benefited thereby.

330.

When special preferential rights in the sanae mo-
vable conflict, the rank of their precedence is as,

follows :— ' ' ' 1-'

1. The preferential right on account of the hi-

ring of an immovable, of lodging in an inn

and of transportation;

2. The "preferential right on account of the pre-

servation of a movable; but if there are

several persons entitled as preservers, a later

.preserver takes pirecedence of an earlier one;

3. ,The preferential right on account of the sale

of a movable, of the supply of seeds, plants

or manure, and of agricultural and industrial

labor.

If a person who has a preferential right of the

first rank knew at the time when he acquired his

obligation that other persons had preferential rights
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of the second or third rank, he cannot exercise

his right of precedence against them. The same
applies as against a person who has preserved a
thing for the benefit of a person haying a prefe-

rential right of the first rank.

As to fruits, a person who perforgied agricultural

labor has the first rank, a supplier of seeds, plants

or majiure the second, and the lessor of the land

the third.

331.

When special preferential rights in the same im-

movable conflict, the rank of their ' precedence is

according to the order in Art. 325. .

'

If successive sales have been made of the same
immovable, the raaik of precedence of the sellers as

between themselves is actording to the priority of

the sales.

332.

When several persons have preferential rights of

the same rank in. the same thing, «ach is to receive

performance in proportion to the amount of his

'obligation.

SECTION IV.

THE EFFECT OF PREFERENTIAL RIGHTS.

333.

A preferential right cannot be exercised in regard,

to a, movable after the debtor has delivered the

thing to a third acquirer.

334.

When a preferential right conflicts with a pledge

of a movable, the pledgee has the same rights as

the holder of a preferential right of the first rank

mentioned in Art. 330.

,

-
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335.

The holder of a general preferential right receiv-

es performance first' out of property other than

immovables, and only in case that is insufficient

can he receive performance out of immovables.

As to immovables he^ must receive performance

first out of such immovables as are not the subject

of a special security.

If the holder of a general prefereatial right omits

to intervene in a distribution according to the pro-

visions of the foregoing two paragraphs, he cannot

exercise his preferential right against a third person

whose right is registered, to the extent of what
he would have received through such intervention.

The provisions of the foregoing three paragraphs

do not apply if the proceeds of an immovable are-

to be distributed before those of other property,

or if the proceeds of an immovable which is the

subject of a special security are to be distributed .

before the proceeds of other immovables.

336.

A general preferential right, even though not regis-

tered in respect to an immovable, may< be set up
against any creditor who has no special security;- but

this does not apply against a third person who has

made registration.

337..

A "preferential right on laccount of the preservation

of an immovable" retains its effect by being regis-

tered immediately after the act of preservation [is

completed.

338.

A "preferential right on account of work done upon
an immovable" retains its effect by a provisional

estimate of the cost being registered before the

work has begun. If, however, the cost . of the work
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exceeds the provisional estimate, there is no prefer-

ential right for the excess.

The increase of value of an immovable arising

from the work done upon it- is to be estiinated by

experts appointed biy the court at the -time of the

in'tervention in the 'distribution.

339.

A preferential right registered in accordance with

the provisions of the preceding two articles can be

exercised in preference to a moptgage.

340.

A "preferential right on account of the sale of

an immovable" retains its effect by registering, lat

the SEwne time with the contract of sale the fact

that the price ^or the interest thereon has not been

paid.

34a. r ;

As, to the effect of a preferential right, in addition

to the provisions of this. Section the provisions as

to raortgages apply correspondingly.

CHAPTEE IX.

PLEDGE.

SECTION I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

342.

A pledgee has a right tp possess the thing which

he has received from the debtor or from a, third

person as security for an obligation existing in his"^

favor, and to receive performance out of it in prer

Jerence to other creditors. ' .
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343.

A thing whiph is Bot assignable cannot be made

the subject of a, pledge.

344.

-The c!reationi of a pledge takes effect on the deliv-

ery to the breditor of the thing forming its s-ubjeet..

345. ,

' A pledgee cannot have the pledgor hold the pos-

session of the thing pledged in his place.

346.

The pledge is security for the principle, interest

and any penalty, for the costs of enforcement of

the thing pledged and for damages arising from

non-performance , of the obligation, or from latent

defects in the thing pledged; except so far as it is

otherwise provided in the act of creation.

347.

^, A pledgee_is entitled to retain the thing pledged

until he has received performance of the otiligation

mentioned in the preceding article; but he cannot

set up this right against a creditor who has a right

of precedence over him. '

-,

;.' 348.

A pledgee may on his own responsibility repledge

the thing pledged within the time of the duration-

of his own right. In that case, however,' he is also

responsible for any damage caused to the thing by

fis major, which would not have hapipened but for

the repledge.

'.ft|?'. 349..

: A pledgor cannot, either by the act of creation or

'by an agreement made before the obligation is due,

in order to make performance to the pledgee, agree
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that the latter shall aqillre the ownership of the

thing pledged or shall dispose of it otherwise than
in the manner determined by law.

350.

The provisions of Arts. 296-300 and of Art. 304

apply correspondingly to a pledge.

851.

A person who has created a pledge in order to

give security for i^e obligation of another is entit-

led to recourse against the debtor according to the

provisions relating to suretyship, if he has performed

the obligation' or has lost the ownership of the

thing pledged in consequence, of the enforcement of

the pledge.

SECTION II. ,

THE PLEDGE OF MOVABLES.

352.

The. pledgee of cu moA'-able cannot setup his pledge

against a third person, unless he continues to hold

possession of the- -thing pledged.

353.

If the pledgee of a movable has been deprived of

the possession of the thing pledged, he, can reclaim
'

it only by an action for the recovery of possession.,

\ 354. '

If an obligation existing in favor of the pledgee

of ajmovable is not performed, he may, provided

there is a reasonable ground for doing so, apply to;

the- court to have the thing pledged appropriated

^forthwith for- the performance according to a valu-

ation by experts. In such .
case the pledgee must

give previous notice of the application .to the debtor.
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355, r-

When several pledges have been created in the

same movable as security for several obligations,

the rank of such pledges is according to the prior-

ity of creation.

SECTION III.

THE PLEDGE OF IMMOVABLES.

356.

The pledgee of an immovable inay use and take

the profits of the immovable pledged in accordance

with its established manner of use. ,

857.

The pledgee of an immovable is bound to pay

the expenses of its management and to bear the

charges upon it.
'

^

,

• , 358.

The pledgee of ^ an immovable cannot demand inte-

rest upon his obligation. .

359. ;^

The provisioiis of the preceding three articles do

not apply if it is otherwise provided for by the act

of creation. ^

360. ^
- . :tp^

The duration of the pledge of an imrnovable may
not exceed ten years. If a pledge in an immovable

is created for a longer period, such period is -to be

reduced to ten years'.

The creation of the pledge of an immovable pay
renewed, but for not more, than ten years from the

time of renewal.

361.

In addition to the provisions of this Section,' the

provisions of the next Chapter apply correspondingly

to the pledge of immovables.
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SECTION IV.

THE. PLEDGE X)F EIGHTS.

362.

A property right may be the subject of a pledge.

In addition to the provisions of this Section, the

provisions of the last three 'Sections apply corre-
' spondingly to such a pledge.

363.
, ,

When an obligation for whicih a written instrument
" exists, is made the subject of a pledge, the creation

of the pledge becomes effective by _the delivery of

such instrument.

364.

When an obligation, in favor of a specified person

is made the 'subject of a pledge, such ple'dge cannot

be set up against a third debtor or any other third

person, unless in accordance with the provisions of

Art. 467 notice of the creation of the pledge has

been given to the third debtor or he has consented

thereto.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

apply to name-shares.* ,

365.

If a name-debenture is made the subject of a

pledge, such pledge cannot be set up against the"

company or against other third persons, unless the

creation of the pledge is entered in the company's

books in accordance with the provisions relating to

the assignment of debeutures,

. 366.

If an obligation to-order is made the subject of

a pledge, such pledge cannot be set up against third

''' Name-shares, kimeikabushiki, are shares of stock in the

certificates for which a person certain is named as creditor.

See Commercial Code, Art. 150.
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persons, ualess its creation -is endorsed upon the

instrument.

367.:

The 'pledgee may directly collect the obligation,

which is the subject of the pledge.

Where the subject of an obligation is ;money, the

pledgee may collect only such portion as corre-

sponds to the amount of his own obligation.

If the obligation pledged is due before the obli-

gation, in favor, of the pledgee, the la;tter may re-

quire the third debtor to deposit the amtjunt to be
paid, in which case the pledge exists in the money

' deposited.

Where the subject of the obligation is not moneyj
the pledgee has a right, of pledge in the thing-

received in performance. ~

- / > ' "

368.

In addition to the manner provided in the pre-

ceding article, a pledgee may enforce the. pledge

also by the ineans of compulsory execution provided
in the Code of Civil Procedure. :

CHAPTER X.

MORTGAGE.

SECTION I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.'

' 369.

A mortgagee hasi a right to receive,-- in preference
to other creditors, performance of the obligatiota,

existing'-in his favor out of the immovable which the
debtor or' a third person, without transferring its

possession; has. -given as security for the. obligation.,
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.A superficies and an emphyteusis can also be

made the subject of a mortgage. lu such case the

provisions of this Chapter apply correspondingly.

370.

A mortgage extends to all things which are so

connected with the immovable mortgaged as to form

.

one thing with it, except buildings standing pn

mortgaged- land. But this does not apply!, if it is

otherwise provided in the act of creation, or if the

creditor has a right to cancel the act of the debtor

according to the provisions of Art. -424.

371. ' ,

The provisions of the preceding article do not

apply ta fruits, except for the time after the immo-

vable mortgaged h3,s been seized, or aftei- the notice

specified in Art. 381 has been given to a third

acquirer.

The proviso of the foregoing paragraph applies

only if the seizure of the immovable- mortgaged is

made within one year after the. third acquirer has

received the notice mentioned inr Art. 381.

372. . ••

The provisions of Arts. 296, 304 and 351 apply

jporrespondingly to mortgages.

SECTION II.

THE EFFECT. OF A. MORTGAGE.

373.

When naortgages Jiave been created in the same

immovable to secure several obligations, the rank

of such mortgages is according to' their respectiye

times of registration. ^ ,
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374.

When a mortgagee has a right to demand interest

or other periodical paym.'ents ) he can exercise his

mortgage only for the portion that is due for the

last two years. If jhowever, in regard to formter

periodical payments a special registration has been

made /after they have fallen due the mortgage, can

be exercised from the time of such registration.

If the mortgagee has a right to claim damages-

for non-performance of the obligation, the provi-

sions-of the foregoing paragraph appl^also to such

portion for the last two years, but together with

interest and other periodical payments the two years

portion cannot be exceeded.

375^

A mortgagee may make his mortgage security for

another obligation or may assign or waive it of ita.;

rank for the benefit of another creditor of the same

debtor.
,

If in any such case the mortgagee has disposed of

his mortgage in favor of several persons, the rights

of the persons benefited by such disposal rank accor-

ding to the respective times when additional ent-

ries have beto taade in the registry of the mortgage.
:

376.

If in any case mentioned in the preceding article

the principal debtor has neither been notified (ac-

cording to the provisions of Art. 467 of the' disposal 1

of the mortgage nor has consented to it, such dispo-

sal cannot be set up against . him, a surety, the

mortgagor and a successor of any of them. ;

If the principal debtor has received such notice or

has- given his consent, a performance made without

the consent of the person benefited by the disposal

cannot be set up against such person.
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377.

When a third person who has bought the owner-
ship /of, or a superficies in, an immovable mortga-
ged, pays the price to the mortgagee at the letter's

request, the mortgage is extinguished in favor of

such third peraon;
'

378.

A third person who. has acquired the ownership
of, or a superficies or emphyteusis in, an immo-
vable .mortgaged may under the provisions of Arts.

382-384 remove the mortgage by tendering and pay-
ing to the mortgagee a sum assented to by him
or by depositing the same.

m

379.

The principal debtor, a surety or a successor of

either of them cannot remove a mortgage.

380. ,^

A third person who has -acquired ^,n immovable
subject to a condition precedent cannot remove the

mortgage while the condition is pending.' .

r
381. '-';:.

If a mortgagee intends to enforce his mortgage,

he must give previous notice thereof ^ to the third

acquirer rnentioned in Art. 378;

382.

A third acquirer may remove ^ mortgage at any

time before he receives the notice mentioned' in the

preceding article. ^
When the third acquirer has received the -notice

mentioned in the preceding article, he can -remove

.

a mortgage only on condition that he within one

month makes the service specified in the next 'fol-

lowing article. ' s
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' A third person who has acquired any of the rights

mentioned' in Art. 378 after the notice mentioned

in Art. 381 has been, given, can - remove the mort-

gage only ^within the period within' which the third

acquirer ^mentioned in the foregoing paragraph?: can

.do so,
" ^

,
' >

383.

When a third acquirer wishes to remove a "mort-

gage, he mulst serve upon each registered' cre^ijiot

the foUowin-T documents :

—

1. A document specifying the cause -and the

date of the acquisition, the names, surnames

and domiciles of the assignor anjj the ac-

i quirer, the nature and locality of the immo-
" vable mortgaged, the; price and other pay-

ments chargeable to the acquirer

;

2. A copy of the registry book, so far -as it_

relates to the inambvable mortgaged; but it'

is not necessary to insert therein registra-

tions relating to rights, already. extinct,;

3. A ~ document stating that if the creditors

have -not in compliance with -the provisions

of the next folloVing article within one -

month demanded the sale of the. immovable

by auction for the sake of obtaining a higher

price, the third acquirer will in accordance

with the rank of the obligations pay or -de-

posit the price mentioned under Np. l.o'r an

amount of money specially, indicated.- -

,

"-._ ~ 384.

, A creditor who does not within- one month aiter

^Saving received the service mentioned in the pre- -

ceding article dem^d a sale by auction, fca' thV
' sake of obtaining- a higher price, is considered t^',

have assented to the tender of the third acquirer.
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The creditor must demajid a sale by auction sta-

ting that hewill himteelf. buy the immovable mort-
gaged at a price of one -tenth higher than that ten-

dered by thp .third acquirer in case, such price is

-aot obtained at ;the auction.

In such case • the creditor 7 must give security . for

the purchase- price and costs.* -

385. ' .

A creditor who demands] a sale at auction for the

sake of obtaining a higher price must Avithin the

period specified in the. preceding article give notice

thereof to thfe debtor and the assignor of the immo-
vable mortgaged. 1

'

"
'

- 386.' "
.

^'-^i"-

A creditor who has demanded a sale by auction

foi^ the sake of obtaining a 'higher- price can with-

draw his demand only'- with the consent of the

other registered creditors. „,„\

'.' "
387.

If the mortgagee has .not within the period spe-

cified in Art. 382 received from the third acquirer

performance of the obligation^-^or. a notice for the

removal of the mortgage, he may_ demaud a * sale

by auction of the, immovable mortgaged
'

'-if

' '-] '. 388.
'""'

If the' land and the buildings on it belong to the

same. owner, but the mortgage is on the land only

or on the buildings only,- the mortgagor is", deerhed ,.

to have created a superficies for the case of the'

sale by auction. In such case the ground rent Is to

be fixed by the^ court oh-th'e application of any

party' interested. '
.-<, - .,\

-, -h'j

* An additiou to this article has been made by Law, No. 67,

of March 16 th, ,1899, see Appendix. : ' /
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389.

When, a mortgagor after the creation of the mort-

gage has erected a building on the land mortgaged,

-the mortgagee may have such, building sold with the

land; but he can exercise his right of precedence

only against the price obtained for the land. >

390.

The third acquirer may bid at the auction.

391.

If the third acquirer has iucuryed necessary or

beneficial expenses in respect to the immovable

mortgaged, he has a prior claim for compensation

out of the price, of the imruovabl© according- to the

distinctions stated in Art. 196.

392;

Whea a creditoi- has a mortgage on several immo-
vables for the same .obligation, if the price of all

of them 'is -to be distributed at the same time, the

burden of the obligation, is divided according to the

respective values of such inamovables..

If the -price of only one of such inunovables is to

be distributed, the mortgagee- may receive perfor-

mance of- his entire obligation- from that price. In

that case the mortgagee who is next in rarik is

subrogated to the prior mortgagee and may. exercise

the mortgage in his- stead to the', extent of the

amount Which the latter would have received from
the other immovables according to the provisions bf

the foregoing paragraph.

393.

A person -who exercises a mortgage ,by way of

subrogation according to the provisions of the pre-v

ceding article, may have a note of his subrogation"

added to the registry of the mortgage.
88' '
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394.
^

A
,

mortgagee is entitled to performance of his

obligation from other property only for the portion

he- does not receive from the price of the immova;ble

mortgaged. -

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

apply if the price obtained for other property is to

be distributed before the
. price of the immovable

mortgaged ; but in order to secure that the mort-

gagee receives payment according to the provisions

of the "Jore'going paragraph any other creditor may
demand that the amount which will come to him
in the distribution shall be deposited.

395.

A contract of hiring of . things which does not

exceed .the period fixed in Art. 602 may be set up

against the mortgagee even though registered after

the registration of the mortgagej but if such con-

- tract causes damage to the mortgagee, the court

may on" his application direct its rescission.

SIICTION II'E

THE EXTINCTION OF A MORTGAGE.
' 396.

As against the debtor and the mortgagor a mort-

gage is extinguished by prescription, only atj-the

same time with the extinguishrfcientt-of the obligation

secured by it. ggy ..^

If a person other than the debtor or the mort-

gagor hks possession of the immovable mortgaged

under the requisites necessary 'for acquisitive"" pre-

scription, the mortgage is extinguished thereby.

'
''

398.

' Even though a person who has mortgaged a super-

ficies or emphyteusis stirrenders his right, such sur-

render cannot be set against the inortgagee,
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BOOK III.

OBLIGATIONS*.

CHAPTEE L

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

sectjonV
' THE SUBJECT DP OB^iIGATlONS.

,

•
i 399.

Even something not capable of being e-stimated in

money can be made the subject of an o^bliga^jion.

.40p..

' When the subject of an obligation is the: deliver^'

of a specific thing, the d^btorf must, . until he deli-

vefrs, it,- keep -the thing with the- care of a good

manager. -
, . ,

. 401/. ;

-When the thing which forms the subject of an

obligation is described only in Mnd, if its quality

cannot be determined by. the nature of the juristic

act or the intention of the parties, the debtor must

make prestation* of a thing of medium quality.

If in the_ case of the foregoing paragxaph the

debtor has cordpleted all acts necessary for- the

prestation of a thing, &r if 'he- on obtaining, the

* In this translation the word "obligation" Is used in the
sense of the Roman Law' to denote the ifght of one party
andtlie duty of the other.

t In this translation the words "creditor" and "debtor" are

used to , denote respectively the person sUbject to any kind
oi obligation and the person to whom it is owed^ not as In
.English law only the parties to an obligation to pay mnney.

*'*' The word kyufu sura, used in thp Japanese text is a
translation of the German technical term leisten an&the Latin
praestare. Neither performance nor payment would, express
the same meaning, as wttf b'e clearly shown by Arts. 406, 410,

482, 488, 490 and 491. There may be, for instance, several
prestations in order to make one performance, and there may
be a prestation without the obligation being discharged thereby.
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oonsent of the creditor has designated a thing for

such prestation, such thing becomes from' that time

the subject of the obligation. _^

402. ':.r .: ,

If the thing forming the, subject of an obligation

is money, the debtor may at his option perform jn

any kind of currency, unless the subject of the ob-

ligation -is prestation of some particular kind of

currency. ' '

.

If at the time of maturity of the obligation the

particular kind of currency which forms its subject

hias lost its legal tender, quality^ the debtor^ must

perform in some other currency.

The previsions of the foregoing two paragraphs

apply correspondingly if the subject, of an obli-ga-,

tion is prestation of money in foreign currency. ,-

,
-403. - .- ' :,- •

If the- amount of an obligation is ©pressed in fo-

reign currency, the debtor;may perform in Japanese

currency at the rate of. exchange prevailing at tlie

place of performance.

404. ; . ,

If 'an obligation bears , interest and there is no

different intention expressed, , the rate of interest

i^ five per cent per annum.. :".

^^ 405.'
.

,-r

If the interest is in arrear for one year or more,

and the debtor does not .pay such interest upon the

croditoi-'s demand, .the latter may .add it to the

pjjineipal: ' - _-.*^g
'

406.

/If. the subject of aja obligation is to be determined

by selection from; among several prestations, the

right ' of selection belongs to the
.
debtor..



407.

The right of selection mentioned in the preced-

ing article is exercised by an expression; of inten-

tion made to the other party.

Such expression of intention can be cancelled only

with the assent of the other party.

408.

When an obligation comes due, if the^ party hav-

(ing the right of selection on being called upon by

the other party to select within a proper time, does

not do so within such time, the right of selection

passes to the other party. ,.,

409.

ff a tl ird person is. to make the selection, it is

done by an expression of intention made either to

the creditor or to the debtor. , _

If such third person cannot make the selection or

is unwilling to do so, the righjt of selection pas;ses-

to the debtor. ,
';

410.

If among the" prestations which are to form the

subject of an obligation one is from the beginning

or afterwards becomes impossible, the obligation con-

tinues to exist as to the remaining prestations.
' If a prestation becomes imposgible by the fault,

of the party who has not rthe right of selection,

the provisions of the foregoing paragraph do- not

apply.

,

-
,

411.

The. effect of the selection relates back to the

time when the obligation came ihto' existence; but

the rights "of third persons cannot be impaired

thereby. "^
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SECTION II.

THE EFFECT OF OBLIGATIONS.

412.

If there is a certaia term for the performance pif

an obligation, the debtor is in mora* from the time
when, such term arrives.

If there is an uncertain term for the performance
of an obligation, the debtor is in mora from the
time "when he knew that such time has arrived.

If no term is fixed for the performance of /an

obligation, the debtor is in mora after a demand
for performance has been made upon him.

413.

If a creditor refuses to accept or cannot accept

the performance of ,the obligation, he is in mora
from the time when a tender of performance is

made to him.

414.

If a debtor wilfully does not perform his obliga-

tion, the creditor may make a demand for com-
pulsory performance to the court; except where the

nature of the obligation does not admit of it.

When the nature of an obligation does not admit
of coinpulsOry performance, if the subject of the

obligation is the doing of an act, the creditor may
demand the court to have It done by a third person

at the debtor's expense; but if the subject of the

obligation is the doing of a juristic act,' the decree

of the court stands in the pla,ce of an expression

of intention by the debtor.

As to* an obliga/tion whose subject is the forbear-

ance frora an act, the creditor .may demand the

court to have such acts as have been done undone

* Mora is the expression of the Boman Law for the condition
of a party^0 an obligation who has failed to perform in time
or to accept performance of the obligation in time.
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at the debtor's expbnse a,nd. proper measures taken

for the future.
""

, ,

'

The provisions of the foregoing three paragraphs,

do not affect the right to claim damages.
-\

415.

If a debtor does not perform the obligation in

accordance with its real meaning, the' creditor may-

claim compensation for any damage "caused thereby.^

The same is the case if the debtor becomes unable-

to perform for any cause attributable to him.

416. -

The claim for damages is for compensation for

such damage as usually arisesfrom non-performance.

The creditor may demand compensation even- for

such damage'as has arisen from special circumstan-

ces, if the party concerned foresaw or ought to have

foreseen such circumstances.

• 417.

Unless a different intention has been expressed,,

the amount of the damages is assessed inmoney? -

418. .
.

If the fault of the creditor has contributed to- the

non-performance of the obligation, the court may
take that into consideration in determining the lia-

bility for damages and their amount.

419- '
-/ ;.

The amount of damages for non-performance of

an obligation whose subject is monfey is fixed- ac-

cording; to the legal rate of interest ; but if t-he

ihterest agreed upon, is higher tlian the legal rate,

the former is to govern. >

In regard to damages mentioned in the foregoing

paragraph the creditor is not -bound to prove the
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dsimage, nor can thedebtoi- set up the defence of

vis major.

420.

The persons ooncernfed may fix ^ heforehand the

amouiit of damages for non-performance of the obn

ligation. In such case iihe- court may not increase or

reduce such amount.

A previous fixing of the amount of damages does

not affect the right to claim performance or ^res-

cission. A peiljalty is presumed Jio be a pr(M44li5^

fixing of the amount of compensation..
*"

421.

The provisions of the preceding article apply cor-

respondingly where the parties have" agreed before-

hand' that something' other than money shall, be

appropriated for the compensation of damage.

422.' .
'

.

When a creditor receives as damages the' full

value of the thing or right which, forms the subject

of . the obligation, the debtor is subrogated by ope-

ration of law into the position of the creditor as to

such thing or right. —- ~"

423.
T-

In order to preserve his obligation, the creditor

may exercise the rights belonging to his debtor,

except such as belong exclusively to the persoii, of

the debtor. '
-

So long as his obligation is not yet due, thp

creditor can exercise the rights "of his debtor only

by virtue of a judicial subrogation; but this does

not apply to acts, of preservation.

424.

The creditor jnay demand the c6urt to cancel any

juristic act done by the; debtor with knowledge

' '
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that it would prejudice his creditor; but this does

not apply if the person enriched by such juristic a<il-

or a. Jsubsequent acquirer did not know, at the time'

of the act or of the acquisition, of the facts which

would make it prejudicial to the creditor.

The provisions of the foregoing paragria-ph do not

apply to a juristic act whose subject is hot a pro-

perty right. '

425.

A cancellation made according to the provisions

of the preceding article has effect for the benefit of

all the creditors.

426.

The right of cancellation mentioned in Art. 424

is extinguished by prescription if the creditor does

not exercise it for two years from the time when
he had notice of the cause of cancellation. The
same applies if twenty years have elapsed since

the time of the act.

SECTION III.

OBLIOATIONS WITH A PLURALITY OF PARTIES. -

SUBSECTION I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

427. ^
.

'

When there is a plurality of creditors or of debtoifii,

if no different intentioh. is expressed, each creditor

or each debtor has rights or duties, in an equal,

proportion.

SUBSECTION II.

INDIVISIBLE OBLIGATIONS.

428.

When the subject of an obligation is by its nature
or by the expressed intention of the parties indivi-
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sible,, if there are several oreiditto-s, each, creditor

may demand perf'orm&,iice on behalf of all the credi-

tors, or the debtor may perforni to,any creditor on
behalf of all the creditors.

429.

Even though there 3ias taken place a novatiooi* or

a release-f- between) one of, the creditors on an indi-

visible obligation; and the debtor, the, other creditors

may demand performance of the entire obligation

;

but so (much jaS would have home to such creditor, if;

he had not lost hi§ right, must be restored to the

debtor. '

Any other acts of one of the creditors on an indiv

isible obligation or any other facts occurring in re-

spect to such one creditor have no effect as against

the other creditors.

,

430. .

If an indivisible obligation rests upon several per-

sons, the provisions of the preceding article and
those relating to joint obligations apply correspond-

ingly, except the provisions of Arts. 434-440.

431.

'When an JndiVisible obligation is changed into

a divisible one, each creditor can demand perfor-

mancie and leach 'debtor is bound to make performance

only as to his share.

SUBSECTION III.

JOI'NT OBLIGATIONS.

482.

When several persons are bound by a joint obli-

gation, the creditor may demand performance of

the whole obligation or of a part thereof a.gainst

* See Art. 513 et seq. -f See Art. 519 et seq.
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any one of the debtors or against all- the debtors lat"

the same time or successively.

433.

If a .cause of invalidity or cancellation of the

juristic act exists as to one of the joint debtors, the

;

effect of the obligation of the other debtors is not

impaired thereby.

484. , .

A demand for performance made to one of the

joint debtors is effectual against alt the debtors,

'

, 435.

If a novation is made between one of the joint

debtors and the creditor,, the obligation is extingui-

shed to the benpfit of all of !the debtors.

- 436.

' When an obligation exists in favor ,of one of ,the

jpint debtors against the creditor, if such, debtor

makes a set offj the obligation is extinguished for

the benefit of all the debtors.

So long as the joint debtpr in whose favor the.l

obligation exists,- does n'ot make a set off, the other,

joint debtors can make it only in respect to such

debtor's share. -

^

437. "

A release of the obligation made -to one of the

joint debtors avails for the benefit- of the other

debtors' only in respect to such, debtor's share- in

the joint obligation. \

438.

If confusion* takes place_between one joint debtor,

and' the creditor, it' is deemed that stich debtor has

made performance.

* See Art. 520.
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; ' 439.
•

' If prescription has been completed for the bene-

fit of one joint debtor, the other debtors also are

freed from their liability for such debtor's share.

.440. ' ;.
,

With the. exception of the facts 'mentioned in,th^

preceding six articles,' facts arising with respect to,

one joint debtor have, no effect as tO the other

debtors; ,

- "',

441.
'

. If all of the joint debtors or several of them. are

adjudged bankrupt, the creiditor may intervene in

the distribution of the asisets of each for the full

amount of his obligation.

442.'

: , If one joint
, debtor makes . performance • of the

obligation or otherwise at his own expense obtains

the discharge of all the debtors from the, obligation,

he has a right of recourse against the other "deb-

tors for the amount of their respective shares.

Such recourse includes legal interest from the day

of perform^ce or of discharge, unavoidable expen-

ses and other, damages. .'
,

443.

When one joint debtor performs or otherwise at his

own expense obtains the d.ischarge of all the debtors
' from the obligation, without informing ' the other

debtors of th^ demand of the creditor received by

hiin, if any othpr debtor had a defence which he

could-h.ave set up against ithe creditor, he may set

it up against such debtor eLs to his share; but if he

does so by wa,y of set off, the debtor In fault inay

demajid against the' creditor the performance of the

obligation which would have been extinguished by

set off. -

,.
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' If one joint debtor omjts to inform the other

debtors that he has performed or otherwise at his

own expense has obtained the discharge of all the

joint debtors, and ih consequence thereof another

joint debtor in' good faith makes performance _to the

creditor or otherwise for d, consideration obtains a
discharge from the obligation, suCh latter debtor

may ' consider his performance or other act of

•discharge, as effective.

'

,
,

> 444. '

If one of the joint debtors has not the means to

make restoration, the amount which he is unable*

to restore is apportioned among the person entitled

to recqurse and the other persons who have the

means to perform according to their respective shares

;

but if the paji3y entitled jio recourse' is in faixlt,

he cannot require any contribution from the other

debtors.
' • 445.,

When one of the joint debtors has been released

)from the joint obligation, if one among the other

debtors ha^s not, the means to perform, the creditor

takes upon himself that • share which the debtor
\

released by himi ought to have borne in respect to

the share which the debtor without raeahs, could
not perform.

SUBSECTION IV.

'

SURETYSHIP.

' 446.

If the principal debtor does not perform his obli-

gation, the surety must perform it.

447.

The suretyship covers interest, penalty and damar
ges relating to the principal obligation and all other

charges accessory to such obligation.
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A surety may stipulate a penalty or an;jimount Of

damages in regard to Ms s^retyship^only.'

•

448. /
If the liability of a surety is more onerous than

the principal obligation as to its subject or its moda-
lities, it is. reduced to the extent of the principal

obligation.
,

« /!

449..

If a person, who bedame surety for an obligation

which is liable to be cancelled because of incapa-

city, had kaowledge of the ground Of cancellation at

the time of the, contract pf suretyship,' he is presu-

med to- have entered into an independent obligation

having, the same object, conditioned upon the non-

performance Or cancellation of the principal ; obli-«

gation. /.' .

450.
'

When a debtor is bound to furnish a surety, the

latter muSt have the following qualifications :

—

1. He must have capacity;

2. He must have the means to perform;

3. He must have his domicile within the juris-

diction of this court appear which- has juris-

diction over the place where the obligation

is to be performed, or he must, establish a

provisional domicile there.

If ^y of the qualifications mentioned under No.

2 or No. 3 of the foregoing. par&,graph no longer

exists in a surety, 'the creditor mafj demand that

another person having thqse qualifications be sub-

stituted for the surety.

The provisions of the foregoing two paragraphs do

not apply if the surety has been designated by the

creditor.
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, . ,; -
'.

.,
,

461-
, . -

''

If a debtor .cannot furnish a surety having the

qualifications mentioned in the preceding article, he
' may instead thereof give some other kind of security.

' 452.

When -a creditor denaande performance of the ob-

ligation from tl^e surety, the latter may require that

, the principal debtor be first called upon to perform

;

unless the principal debtor has been^ adjudged bank-

rupt, or his whereabouts is unknown.

'

_
453. : : :.

Even after the creditor has called upon the prin-

cipal debtor as provided in the preceding, article, if

the surety shows that the, principal debtor has the

.means to perform and that execution would hot be

,
difficult, the creditor must fir^t make execution

against the property of 'the principal debtor.

454.

If a feurety- becomes boiind jointly with the pirin-

cipal debtor, he has hot the, rights mentioned in

thfe, preceding two articles.^ ,

;

':

.
,

^^^-
- ^-

If a creditor, disregarding a demand rnade by

the surety according to the provisions of Arts. 452

and 4S3, omits to call upon, or make executioii

against the principal debtor, and cannot afterwards

obtain full performance from him, the obligation of

the surety is discharged to the extent to which the

creditor would have received performance if he had

at onfcB made such call or execution.

.456.

: .When there are several sureties, the provisions

:Of Art. 427 'apply, eveh though they h^ive assumed'

their obligations by separate a,cts.
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467.

,. A demancC for performance made upon the princi-

pal debtor and an interruption of prescription as

against the principal debtor have effect also against

a surety.
'

'

, _ •

A surety niay avail himself against the creditor

-by way of set off ' of any obligation .whioh exists in

favor of the principal debtor against the creditor.

•

458.

When the principal debtor is bound jointly with

the surety, the provisions of Arts. 434-4:40 apply.

459. >

A surety who has becpme such by vir£ue of a man-
date of the principal debtor, if without his own fault

he has been adjiidged , tq. perto:^m tb\the creditor, pr

if in place of the principal debtor he has performed

or other-^ise.has done an act to extinguish the obli-

gation at his own expense, has a right of recourse

against the" principal debtor.

The provisions of Art. 442.2 apply correspondingly

to 'the foregoing case.;

^

. ,
460.

A surety who has becoihle such by; virtue of a man-r

date of the principal debtor may exercise beforehand

his right of recourse against the principal ^ebtor

in . the' following cases :

—

1. When, the principal debtor has been adjud-

ged bankrupt, and the creditor , does not in-

' tefvene in the distributioh of his assets

;

2. When the obliga,tion becomes due ; but a

tim^. granted to the principal debtor by the

creditor after ,the contract. of suretyship can-

not be set up against the surety;
.

3. When the time of performance of the obliga-

tion is uncertain, and eyen the maximum
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time cannot be' ascertained after ten years

have elapsed from, the making of the cop-

tract of suretyship.

461.

A principal debtor who according to the provisions

of the preceding two articles indemnifies the surety,

may, so long as the creditor, has not received full

performance, require the sutety to give him security

or to procure his discharge from the obligation.

, In the foregoing case the principal debtor may
free himself' from his obligation to indemnify the

surety by making a deposit, by giving security or

by procuring the discharge, of the surety.

462.

When a person, who has become surety without'

having received a miandate from the principal deb-

tor, performs the obligation or o|iherwise at his own
expense obtains the discharge of the principal deb-

tor from his obligation, the latter is bound to in-

demnify the surety only to the extenij to which he

was enriched thereby at that time.
j

A person who has become surety against the will >

of the principal desbtor, has a right of recourse only

to, the extent to which the principal debtor is pre-

.sently enriched; but if the fact is asserted that the

principal debtor beforfe the time of the recourse had
a cause fotrj' 'a set off against the creditor, the surety

may demand against the, creditor performaiice of

the obligation which would have been extinguished

by the set off.

463.

The provisions of Art. 443 apply correspondingly

to a surety.

If a surety who has become such by virtue of 9.

• mandate of the principal deb,tor, has in good faith
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made performance or. otherwise incurred expenses for

the sake of the performance of or the discharge from
the obligation, the provisions of Art. 443 apply cor-

respondiDgly to the principal debtor also.

464.

A person who has becomle surety for a joint debtor

or for a debtor on an indivisible obligation, has a

right of recourse against the other debtors only to

the extent of their respective share^.

' 465. /

If,- because the, principal obligation is indivisible,

or bebause it is specially agreed that ifeach surety

shall be liable for the whole amount, one of several

sureties has. paid the whole amount or an aniount

exceeding his own share, the provisions of Arts.

442—444 apply correspondingly.

In a case bther than the preceding oase, if on6

of several sureties who are not jointly bound, has

paid the whole amount or an amount exceeding his

own share, the provisions of Art. 462 apply corre-

spondingly.

SECTION IV.

-, ASSIGNMENT OF OBLIGATIONS.

466.

An obligation may be assigned, unless its nature

does not admit of it. '

_

*•

'The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

apply if the parties have expressed a contrary inten-

tion. Such expression, of intention, however, cahnot

be set up (against third persons acting in good faith.

467. 'i

The assignment of an obligation performable to

a specific creditor can be set up against the debtor
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or other third persons only if the assignor has given

notice thereof to the debtor, or if the latter" has

assen,ted to the assignment.
,

-

The notice or assent mehtioned in the > foregoing,

paragraph Qan be iset up against a ithird person, other

than the debtor only if it is made by a document,

having an authenticated dcijte.

468.

If a debtor has given' the' ,assent meiitioned in

the preceding article without reservation, he cannot

set up against ' the assignee a defence which he

nlight have made against the assignor. If, however,

iji order to extinguish the obligation, the debtor has

mad6 any, payment tO' the assignor, he may recover

it, or if for such purpose he has assumed an obligai-,'*

tion to the assignor, he may treat it as if it -did

not exist. ,
, ,^ , . ,

If the assignor merely has given notice of tlje

assignment, the- debtor n may set up against the* as-

signee any defence which he had against the assignor

before he received such notice. ,- j

' '
I

,469.

The assignment of an _ obligation performable to

'

order caii be set up against the debtor 'and.- other

third persons only if th;e assignment is endorsed on

the instrument, and the instrument itself is deli-

vered to the assignee. '
'

- ,

,
,

. .

' 470.

The debtor on ah
;
obligation performable"^ to order

has the right, but is hot bound, to verify the iden--

tity of the tiolder of the instrument aad the genuine-
' ness of his Signature or seal ; but if the debtQr *

acts in bad faith or vdth gross negligeacej his per-

formance is , invalid. ' '

.
_ 1
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471.

The provisions of the preceding article apply cor-

respondingly if a qreditor..is designated in the in-

strument, but it is, added that performance shall"

be made to the holder of s.uch instrument.

'
472. .

'^

^

. :

The debtor on an, obligation performable to Order;

'Cannot set up against any assignee in good, faith

defence^ which he might have set up against the

original creditor, except such a^s appear upon the

face of the, instrument or I'esult naturally from its

chai'acter.

The provisions, of the preceding 'article apply' cor-

respondingly, to obligations performable to bearer.

SECTION V.

EXTINGUISHMENT OF OBLIGATIONS.

SUBSECTIDN I.

PEEFOSMANCE.

^.474.

, performance Of an obligation may be made by

any third person, unless its nature does not admit

of if or the parties concerned have expressed a con-

trgjy intention. » -

'
'

'

~A third -pergon, who has no interest in the. per-

formance, caAUot make performance against the will

of the dpbtor.
;

'!':
,

-
,

•

475.
'"'-, '

'

'"'

' When a person has delivered by^ way of perfor-

.

mance a (thing belonging to aaothef, he cannot reco-

ver it unless he maJies another and valid perform-

ance.
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476.

When an owner who has not capacity to assign,

delivers a thing in performance, if the performance

is cancelled, he caahot recover the thing unless he

makes another and valid, performance.

477.

If in the c^es mentioned in the preceding two

articles the creditor hsbs in good faith consumed, or

assigned the thing received in performance, such

performance is valid; but this does not prevent the

<a:editor to take recourse against the- person per—

formiij^g, if a tMrd person has claimed damages from

him. - '

'478.
;

If performranfie is made to the quasi-pos^essbr of

ah obligation, it is valid qnly if the person making

performance acted in good faith- '

,

479.

Except in the case mentioned in the preceding

article, a performaaice made to a person who is not

entitled to .receive it, is valid only to the extent to

which the creditor has been enriched thereby.

480.,

A person who holds a receipt is deemed to have

a right to receive performance; but this does not

apply if the person making performance knows that

such right does not exist or is ignorant thereof by
reason, of his negligence.

' 481.

If a third debtor who has received an order of

prohibition / of payment by the court performs to

his own creditor, the creditor seizing may still claim
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performance from the third debtor to the extent

to which hC' has been damaged.
The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

.

prevent the third debtpr from exercising the right

of recourse against his creditor.

482. -

If a debtor with the consent of the creditor makes
another prestation in place of that which he js

bound to make, such prestation has the same e^ffect

as performance.

,^,483.

If the subject of an otiligation is the delivery of

a specific thing, ..the person making performance

must deliver
, the thing in the condition in which it

iis at the time when delivery is to be made.

484.

When there is no special expression of intention

as to the> place of performance, if a specific thing

is to be delivered, the delivery is to be made &,t

the place where, the thing was at the time when:

the obligation a,rpse ; other kinds of performance

must be made at the place of the creditor's actual

domicile.

485.

When there is no spefcial expression of intention

as to the expenses of performance, such expenses are

to be borne by the debtor; if, however, because pf

the creditor's transfer of his domicile or any other

act of his the expenses are increased, such increase

must be borne by the 'creditor.

'
-

486. "

'(

The person making performance raay require the

recipient of the performance to give him a receipt.
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' ,487.

If tliere axe documeiits' relating i ta- the obligation,

a-perSon who has fully performed the obligation

can require the surrender of such documents.

488.

When, a debtor aw6s several obligations of the

same kind to the. same creditor, if the' prestatioru

tendered as performance is not sufficient to ex-

tinguish all obligations,^ the person performing may
at the time of the prestation designate the obligation

to which such performance shall be appropriated.

If the person performing does not make such

^designation, the person receiving the performance,

in;ay: at the time of reception appropriate such per-

formance; but this does not apply if 'the person

performing at once objects to such appropriation.

In the cases inentiohed in the foregoing two para-

graphs the appropriation of a perforinance is made
by ah expression of intention to the other party.

489,

If the parties do not /appropriate the performance,"

the appropriation of it is made according to the

following rules :—

i

1. If some of the obligations are due and sonue

,
are not due, tliose which, are due. have prece-

dence;. ^ '

2. If all the obligatioas are due. or all are not

due, those have precedence whose pf^for-'

mance ia
'
more advantageous to the' debtor;

3. If the adyantcige of performance is ectiial for

the debtor, those have precedence' which-
first become due or will first become due;

4. If the performance of the obligations is equ9.1

,

in the respects mentioned under. Nos. 2 and;
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3, the performance is ti? be appropriated

ajnong them in proportion to their respective

amounts. "'

490.

When for the performance of a single obligation

several prestations' are to be made, if the person

performing makes a . prestation not , sxifficient to

extinguish the whole of the obligation, the provi-

sions of the preceding ,twd articles apply corre^

spondingly.

491.

When a debtor is bound in regard to' one or

several obligations to pay, ;besides the principal,

interest and expenses, if the person performing

makVs a parestation^ not sufficient to extinguish the

whole of the obligation,' it must be appropriated in

the following order: first expenses, then interest

and lastly principal.

In the case of the foregoing paragraph the pro-

visions of Art. ^489 apply cqrrespondingly.

':'^-"'
- •iiW:. V.

''*''
','492.

.

' .
,

By.a tender of performance a discharge is effect-

ed, from the time of the tender, from all respion-

, nihilities liable to arise put of non-fulfilment.
,

' ,4;93. - /

A tender of performance- must be accordant to

the real meaning of the obligation, and miist be

actual; but if the creditor refuses beforehand to

a,ccept performance', or if it is necessary for the

.creditpi" to do any act in respect to the performance _,

of the obligation, it is sufficient to give notice that

all preparations for performance have beeU made,

and to notify the creditor to accept performance;

•
'

:'
"

' :
"/ ^

'
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494.

If the creditor refuses or is unable to accept per-

formance, the person performing may obtain dis-

charge, from the' obligation by depositing for the.

creditor's benefit the thing forming the subject of

performance. The samte applies if the person per-
,

forming, without fault on his part, cannot ascertain

who is the creditor. '

495.

A, deposit must be made to the deposit office of

the place where the obligation is to be performed.
^

If there are no special provisions by law or. ordi-.

nance as to deposit offices, the court must on the

application of the persoh performing designate a

deplosit office and appoint a keeper of the thing

deposited.!
,

.

The depositor must without delay give notice of

the depidsit to the creditor. ,

496.

So long as the creditor has not accepted the

deposit, or the judgmeitt declaring the deposit valid

has not become finally binding, the person perfor-

ming may take" back the thing deiposited.- In that

case the deplosit is deemed not to haye been made.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

apply if by the deposit a pledge or a mortgage has

been extinguished.
'

.

^
' 497. , .

'

If the thing forming the subject of performance

is not suitable for d^osit, or if in regard to the

thing there is an apprehension that, it may perish-

or be destroyed or damaged, the' person performing,

mg-y with the permission of the court sell it at

auction and deposit the proceeds, The' saip.e applies,

if the pneservation of the thing would be too expen-

sive.
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498.

When the debtar is to perform upon a prestation

being made by the creditor, the - latter can receive

the thing deposited only on condition that he makes
such prestation.

499.

A person who has performed on behalf of a deb-

tjor may be subrogated into the position of the

creditor on obtaining his consent at the time of

performance.

In the case of the foregoing paragraph the provi-
;

sions-- of Art. 467 apply correspondingly.

500.

If a person! who has a rightful interest in perfor-

mance makes performance, he is subrogated into

the position of the creditor by operation of law.

'

501. -'V
A person who according, to the provisions of the

preceding two articles is subrogated into, the position

of the creditor can, to the extent to which he might

have recourse on the ground of his own right, exer-

cise all the rights which tie credii^or had in respect

to the effects of the obligation or to any security

for it; but the followijig rules must be observed:

—

1. J^- surety is not subrogated into the position

of the creditor as against a third acquirer
* of an immoVajble which is the subject of a

preferential right, pledge or mortgage, un-

less a note of the subrogation is added be-

- forehand to the registration of the preferential

right, pledge or mortgage

;

2. A third acquirer is not subrogated into the

- position of the creditor as against a surety;

3. One third acquirer is subrogated into the

position of the creditor as against other

' '

,

"
'
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third acquirers only in proportion to the'

value, of each ilnmovable

;

4. The provisions mentioned under No. 3 apply

correspondingly among persons who from\

their own property have given security for

the obligation of another;

5. As between a surety and a person who from,

his own property has given security for the

obligation. of_another, subrogation into the

position of the creditor, takes plaipe only

proportionally to the number of capita. If^

however, there are several persons who ftorct-

their own property have given security for

the obligation of another, subrogation inr re-

gard to them dan take place only in respect

to the amount which remains after deduct-

ing the share to be .borne by the surety, in

proportion to the value of each property.

If in such case the properties are immovables, the

provisions of Nol 1 apply correspondingly.
'

502.

If subrogatiom takes place upon a part perfor-

mance, the person subrogated exercis''es the right

together with the creditor in proportion to the value

given by him in performance.'

In the case of the foregoing paragraph the creditor

only is entitled to demand rescission of the contract

for • non-perforrdance'; but hfe must restore- to' the.

party subrogated the value given by, the latter with
interest. ',"' v

''^
'[ 5b3.

-A creditor who has received full performance from
a person who is thereupqn subrogated into his posi-

tion, must deliver to such person the documents
relating to the oblig-ation and all things which

i
he

holds as security.' "i '.
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If subrogation takes pilace upon a part perfor-

mance, the creditor must note sucii subrogation upoo
the instrument relating to' the obligation, iind must
permit the party subrogated to see to the preserva-

tion of the things which the creditor holds as se-

curity.

504.

If a third person is according to Art. 500 to be
subrogated into the position of the creditor, and:

the latter intentionally or by omission hd,s .destroyed

or diminished the security, such third person is

discharged from his liability to the extent to which
he is thereby prevented from getting reimbursement. •

SUBSECTION II.-

SET OFF.*

^05.

If two persons are bound to each other by obli-

gations whose subject is of the same kind and both

of which are due, either debtor may be discharged

from his obligation by set off to the extent to

which the amounts of the. obligations correspond,

unless the nature of one" of the obligations does not

admit of it.

; The provisions of~ the foregoing paragraph do not

apply if the parties :haye expressed a 'contrary inten-

tion ;" but such intention cannot 'be '.set up against

i third persons acting in good_ faith. '
-

5Q6.

Set off is made by. an expression of intention by

one party to the other. A condition or- time of

commencement or ending cannot be added to^ such

expression.
^

* Compensqtio in Bomau Law.
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The expression of intention mentioned in the fore-

going paragraph relates back in its effect to the.

time when, both obliga/tions could first have been

set off one against the other,

507.

A set off may be made even though the place of

performance of the twq obligations is different; bu.t

the party who niakes the set off must indemnify,

the other, party for any damage Caused thereby.

508.

A creditor may , set off an obligation which is

extinguished by prescription, if it could have been

set off before its extinction.

509.

If an obligation arises from an unlawful act, the

debtor cannot avail hiinself of a set off against the

creditor., '

.

510. ,

If the obligation is one the seizure of which is

forbidden, the debtor cannot set it up by way of

a set off against the creditor.

511.

A thi];d debtor who. has received from the court

an order of pi'ohibition of payment cannot set up
against the seizing creditor by way of a set off

an obligation subsequently acquired by him.

'--
'

.

" ^ '

' " -

512.

The provisions of Arts. 488—491 apply correspond-

ingly to set off.
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SUBSECTION III.

NOVATION.*

513.

When the parties makie a contract by which mate-
rial elements -of an x)bligation are changed, such
ohligation is extinguished by novation.

it is deemed a change of a ' materiar element of

the obligation if a conditional obligation is made
unconditional, if a condition is added.to an imcon-
ditional obligation, or if a condition is changed.
The same is the c'aJse if a bill of exchange is issued

instead of performance of the obligation.

514.

Novation by a change of the debtor may be ac-

complished by- a contract between the creditor and
•the new debtor, but ;.not against the will of the
original debtor.

515.

Novation by a change of the creditor can be set

up against a third person only if made by a docu-
ment having an authenticated date.

516.

The prbvisionis of Art. 468, 1 apply correspondingly

to a novation by] a change of the creditor.

517.

If the obligation arising from a novation, because

of an illegality in its ground or for some cause

which was unknown to the parties, does not come
into existence or is cancelled, the original obligation

is not extinguished. '
>

, ,p,, - 518.

The pal^es to a novation may, to the extent of

the subject of the original obligation, transfer' a

* Novatio in Eotnan Law.^
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right of pledge or mortgage given as security for it

to the new obligation; but if such security was

given by a third person, his consent is necessary.- -

SUBSECTION IV.
'

RELEASE.

519.

If the creditor expresses to the debtor an; intention-

to release the obligation, it is extinguished.

SUBSECTION V.

CONFUSION.!

520.

If rights and duties in an obligation become vest-

ed in the same person, the obligation is extinguish-

ed. But this does not apply if such/ obligation

forms the subject of the right of a third person. ^

CHAPTEE II.

CONTEACfS.

SECTION, I. ^V

GENERAL PROVISIONS. - -

SUBSECTION^!.
TJBLE EXISTENCE OF A CONTRACT.

521..^

An offer to make a contract in which a period

for acceptance is specified, cannot be withdrawn.

If the offerer does not receive notice of accep-

tance within the period specified, the offer loses

its effect.

f Confusio ill Roman Law.
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522.

Even though notice of acceptance atrives only-

after the period specified in the preceding article,

if the offerer ought to know that it was sent in

such time that in the ordinary course of things it

ought to have arrived within that perioid, the offerer,

unless he has already done so before the arrival

of the notice of acceptance, must without delay give

notice to the other^ pajty of the delayed arrival.

if th',- offerer' omits to give the notice meai"iioued

in the foregoing paragraph^, the notice of acceptance

is deemea not to have been delayed.

523.

The offerer may treat a delayed acceptance as

a new offer.

524.

A person who, without specifying a, period for

acceptance, makes an, offer to another .at a distance

canniot withdraw^ his offer within a time within

which notice of acceptance might reasonably be

expected. ^''^

525.

The provisions of Art, 97, 2 do not apply if the

offerer has expressed a contrary intention, or if the

other party had notice. of the fact of his death or

loss of capacity.

526.
,

'jl::'

A contract between persons at a distance cotm.es

into existence at the time wEen th'e notice of ac-

ceptance is sent.

If 'according to the expressed intention of the

offerer or to a custom prevailing in business no

notice of- acceptance is necessary, the contract

comes into existence at the time of the occurence-

of any fact ^hich may be considered as an expres-

.sion of intention to accept.
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527.

Even though notice of the withdrawal of an offer

arrives after notice of acceptance has been sent, if-

"the acceptor ought to know that the former was

sent in such time that in the ordinary course ojf

things it ought to have arrived before, the aecepto?-

must without delay give notice to the offerer of

such delayed arrival.

If the acceptor omits to give theiiotice mentioned

in the foregoing paragraph", the contract is deemed

not to have oointe into existence.

528.

If a person who accepts an offer adds_a condition

to it or changes it, he| is deemed to have refused-

such offer and at the same tilne to have made a

new offer.

529.

A person who publi(%^ advertises that hfe will give a

certain reward to-* whoever shall do a certain, act,

is bound to give such reward to the person who
does the act.

530.

In the case of the preceding article the adverti-

ser may as long as there is inobqdy who has comple-

ted the specified act, withdraw his advertisement

by the same means which he used for advertisings

unless he has declared in the advertisement that

he would not withdraw it.

If an advertisement cannot be withdrawn by the

means aforesaid, withdrawal may be made by other

-means, bul in such case it is valid only as against

those persons who know of it.

If the advertiser has fixed a period within which

the specified act must be doiiie, .he is presumed to

have renounced his right of withdrawal.
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531.

If there are several persons who have dome the
act. specified in the advertisement, only that one
who does it first has a right 'to receive the reward.

If several persons do such act at the same time,

each one has| a right to receive an equal share of

the reward. But if the reward is! by its nature un-

suited to be divided, or if iaccofding to the advertise-

ment only one person can receive it, the person to

receive it is determined by lot.

The provisions "of the foregoing two paragraphs

do not apply if in the advertisem'ent a different

intention is expressed.

532.

If there are several persons who have done the

act specified in the advertisemfent, but only^ the

one who has done' it best- is to receive the reward,

such £udvertisement has effect only if a period is

-fixed therein for the competition.

In the case mentioned in the foregoing paragraph

the decision which of the- persons whov have taken

part in the competition has done so the best, is

made by the person designated in the advertisement,

and if no such person is designated, by the adver-

tiser.

The persons who have taken part in the compe-

tition cannot make objections to such decision.

If it is decided that several persons have done

the act equally Veil, the provisions of Art. 5£>1, 2

apply correspondingly.

SUBSECTION II.

THE ErFECT OF A CONTRACT.

533.

A party to a bilateral contract may refuse to

perform hiiS obligation unti] the other party tenders
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performajice of his obligation, but this does not

apply if the other party's obligation, is not yet due;

534. '. r'
If the object of a bilateral contract is the crea-

tion or transfer of a real right in a specific thing,

and 'such thing is lost or dan^aged by a cause not

attributable to the debtor, the loss or damage- falls

upon, the creditor. . ;.

To a non-specific thing the provisions of the

foregoing paragraph apply from the time when the

thing has become specific in accordance with the

provisions of Art. 401, 2.

535.

The pnovisions of the preceding article do not

apply if the thing which forms the subject, of a
bilateral contract depending upon a condition pre-

cedent is lost while the condition is pending.

If the thing is damaged by a clause aot attribu-

table to the debtor, the damage falls upon the

creditor. _
If the thing is damaged by a cause attribut?ibie

to the debtor^ the creditor, when the condition's

fulfilled, may at his option demand either, perform-

ance of the icontract or its rescission. But his right

to damjages is not affected thereljy.

536.

Except in the cases mentioned in the preceding

two articles, if an obligation become^ impossibte-

of performlanc'e by a cause not attributable to eitJier

party!, the debtor has no right to receive the counter-,

prestaticm.
"

•

If perforniance becomes impossible by a cause

attributalale to the creditor, the debtor does not
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lose his right to the counter-prestation ; but if he
ias received any benefit from being discharged

from his obligation, he must surrender it to the

creditor.

537.

If a party by a contract agrees to make a pre-

station, to a third person, the latter has a, right to"

claim such prestation directly from the debtor.

In the case of the foregoing paragraph the right

of the third', person comes into existence at the

time; when he expresses to the debtor his intention

to take the benefit of the contract.

538.

After the right of the third person has come
into Bxistence in accordaace with the provisions

of the preceding article, it cannot be changed or

extinguished by the parties to the contract.

539.

Defences based upon' the contract mentioned in

Art. 537 can be set, up by the debtor against the

third person! who is to receive the benefit of the

contract.

SUBSECTION III.

THE RESCISSION OF A CONTRACT.

540.

If by contraict or by the provisions of law one

party heus the right of rescission, such rescission is-

made by an expression of intention to the other

party. ~~ "^S"-' -

.The expression of intention mentioned in the fore-

going paragraph .cannot be cancelled.
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V 541.

If one party does not perform his -obllgai'tlpii!^ the

other party may fix a reasonable period and notify

him to perform within that period.- If he does not

perform within that period, the other party may
rescind the contract.

542.

If the object ,of a contract according to its nature

or to an intention expressed by the parties can be

accomplished /only by performance at a fixed time

or within a fixed period, and such time or period

has" passed without one of the parties having per-

formed, the other party may forthwith rescind the

contract without the notification mentioned in. the

preceding article. <

543.
,

If performance becomes wholly or partly impos-

sible Jay a cause attributable to the debtor, the.

creditor may rescind the contract.

544.

If one party consists of several persons, rescis-

sion of the contract can be Jajade only by or against

all of them.

If in the case of the foregoing paragraph the right

of rescission is extinguished as to one of them, it

is extinguished^ also as to the others.

545.'

If one party has exercised his right of rescission,

eajch party is bound to restore the other to his

original condition; but the rights of third, persons

cannot be impaired.

To mbney which is to be repaid in the case of

th'e foregoing paragraph interest must be added
from the time when it was received.
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The exercise of the right of rescission does not

affect a claim for damages.

546. ,

~
-

The provisions of Art. 533 apply correspondingly

"to -the case mentioned in the preceding ajtiole." >

547.

If no period is fixed for the exercise- of the right

of rescissiojn, the other party may fix a reasonable

period and notify the paj-ty having a right of res-

cission to answer 'definitely within such period whe-
ther he will rescind or not. If notice of rescission

is not received within such period, the right of

rescission ,is extiguished.

548.

If by 'his own act or fault the person having ^
right ^of rescission materially damages the thing

forming the subject of the contract or becomes un-

able to restore it, or if by jworking up or making*

over the thing, he changes it into a thing of a

different kind, the right of rescission is extin-

guished.
' '

If without the act or fault of the person having

a right of rescission, the thing forming ,the subject

of the cohtra-ct is lost or damaged, the right of

rescission is not extinguished.

SECTION II.

GIFT.f

549. '

A. gift is where one. party expresses his intention

to give property of his own.' to the other party with-

out consideration, and the other party accepts it.

* See Arti 276, f Donatio in Koman Law.
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550.

A gift aot expressed in writing can be cancelled

by either party, except such pa^t as to which per-

formance has already been completed.

551.

The donor is not liable for defects or deficiencies;

in the thing or right forming the subject of the-

gift, unless he knew of such defect or deficienciy-

and did not inform the donee thereof.

In case: of a gift subject to a charge the warranty

of the don^or is the same as t^at of a seller to the=

extent of the charge.

552.

A gift whose subject are periodical prestations'^

ceases to - have effect on the dea,th of either the-

donor, or the doneer

553.
,

iTo a 'gift subject to a charge the provisions relat-

ing to bilateral ^contracts apply in addition to those

of this Section.

' v^554.
,

A gift to take effect at the death of the donor is

governed by the provisions relating to legacies.

SECTION III.

SALE.* ^

SUBSECTION I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

555.
^

-;'-^

A >sale. is where one party agreed to ti^'sfer. a.

property right to the' other • party /and the other

party agrees,to pay him ,a price for' it.

'. * Emtio venditio in Roman Law. ~,
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556. .

A promise to buy or sell made by one party lias

the effect of 'a sale, as soion, las the • other party-

expresses his intention to complete the sale.

If no time is fixed for: such expression of inten-

tion, the person who made a promise may fix \ a
reasonable time and notify the other party to give

a definite answer within that time whether he will'

complete - the sale or not. If within that period he

does not give any definite answer, the promise loses

its effect.

,
55-7.

When the buyer has given bargain,money to the

seller, the Contract may up to tho time when one

of the parties commences to fulfil it, be rescinded

by the buyer on renouncing the bargain money and

by the seller on repaying twice its amount.

In the case of the foregoing paragraph the provi-

sions of Art. 5^5, 3 do not apply..

. .558.,

The expenses of a ooijitra^t of sale are to be borne,

by both parties equally. '
•

._

'569.,

The provis.ioB.s of this Section apply correspond-

ingly to contracts other tl\an gales, made upon a.

consideration,, unless the nature of .the contract does

riot ^dmit of it. i
.

:

SUBSECTION II.

. THE EFFECT OF A.Si^pE.

560.- \
If Sk right of another personals, made' the subject

of a sale, the seller is bound" to acquire such Tight

and transfer it to the buyer. - .

' "
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561.

If ia the case falling under the preceding article

the seller is not able to acquire and to transfer to

the buyer
,
the right which he has sold the latter

may rescind the contract; but if he knew at the

time of the contract that the right did not belong

to -the seller, he cannot claim damages.

562.

If a seller who at the tinqe of the contract did

not know that the right which he sold- was not

his, is not able to- acquire and transfer it to the

buyer, , he may rescind the contract on paying,^ da/-

mages. :

If in the 'c|ab& of the foregoing paragraph the buyer

knew at the time of the sale that the" rigiht which

he bought did not belong to the seller, the latter

may rescind- the contract by merely informing the

buyer that he is unable to transfer the right sold.

:^ 563.

It beoausi^ a piart of the right which is the subject

Of the sale belongs to another, the seller is not

able toi transfer it to the buyer,\the latter may claim

a reduction fromi the price in proportion to the part

that is lacking.

If in the da^'e of the foregoing paragraph the buyer

would not have bought the remaining part alone,,

he may rescind the cbntract, provided he adted,,in

good faith.
"^

A demand fojr ia reduction from the price or a res-

cission of the contract does not affect the claim

: for damages of a buyer acting in good faith.

564.

The rights provided for in the preceding article

niust be exercised within one year, which is comput-;
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ed, if the buyer acted ia good faith, from
the time when he first had njotioe of the fact,, and
if hte acted in bad faith, from [the time of the con-"

'''^°'-
S65. r

The provisions of the preceding two ariicles apply

correspondingly where things sold with an indica-

tion of their number and quantity are insufficient,

or "wherei a part of the thing sold had already perish;-

ed at the time of the contract, provided the buyer

had no notice of such insufficiency or loss.,

566. ,
' ,

If a thing sold is subject to a superficies, emphy-

teusis, servitude, possessory lien or pledge, of which

the buyer did not have notice, he may rescind the

contract, provided that because of such incumbrance

the object for which the contract was' made, bannot'

be accomplished. Otherwise he can only claim da-

mages. ,

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph 3>pply

correspondingly if a servitude which is represented

to exist in 'favor of the immovjable sold does not

exist, or if a registered lease of such immovable

exists.

In the case of the foregoing two paragraphs the'

rescission of the. contract or the claim' for, damages

imust be made within one year from' the time when

the buyer has notice of' the fact..

567.

If the buyer lo^s the ownei*ship of the immovable

sold by reason of the exercise of a preferential right

or a mortgage which existed in such immovable, he

may rescind the contract.

If the buyer has preserved his ownership by mak-

ing expenditures, he may claim reimbursement for

such expenditures against thp seller.

'
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If in auy such case the bu^er has suffered damage,

he may claim compensation.

568.

I'he highest bidder at an executory sale by auc-

tion ina,y in accordance with the provisions of the

preceding seven articles, rescind the contract or

claim reduction from the price against the debtor.

If in! this case of the foregoihg, paragra;ph the

debtor is without, means, ' the highest bidder may
demand from the creditors to whom the proceeds

have been distributed the restoration of the whole

or a part of such proceeds.

If in. the case of the foregoing ^wo paragraphs the

debtor knew of the deficiency in the thing or right

and did not report, it, or if the creditors knew of

such deficientjy when they demanded, the auction,'

the highest bidder may . claim, damages from- the

'persons in fault. '
'

'
' -

569.

If the seller of an obligation warrajits the sol-

vency of the debtor, it is presumied that the war-;

ranty is 'of isuch solvency at the 'time of the contract.y

If the seller of. an obligation not yet due warrants

the future solvency of the debtor, it is presumed

that the warranty is of such solvency at the (fay. of

performance.

570.

If -the thing sold has a laten,t defect^ the. 'provi-

sions of Art. 566 apply correspondingly; but this

does not apply to an executory sale by auction.

571. >
The provisions of Art. 533 apply correspondingly,

to the cases mentioned in' Arts.
.
563-T-566 and in

the preceding article.
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'

' 572." ;
Even thougli a seller has specially stipulated tliat

he will not assume the warranty as determined
in the preceding twelve articles, he is not exempt-
ed from liability for faots which he. kneiw of and*'

did not report or for, rights which he himself has

created for the benefit of, or has assigned to, a^

third person.

573.

If a time is fixed for the delivery of a thing sold,

it is presumed that the same time is fixed for the

payment of the price.

574.

If the price payable simultaneously with the deli-

very of the thing sold, it i must be paid at the place

of the ' delivery. ,•„;;-;_

' •, ,^
,

575.-

The fruits of a thing sold but pot yet delivered

belong to the seller.

The buyer is bound "to pay interest, on the price

from the day of delivery; buti if la time is fixed for

the payment of the price, he need not pay interest

tmtil such time arrives.

576:

.J- When there is ah apprehension that the buyer

may lose wholly or partly the right which he has

bought because a person asserts a right to the sub-

ject of the sale, the buyer may refuse to pay th,e

price wholly or partly according to the extent of

the threatened loss; unless the seller gives proper

security.
,

>,-

-

^'"
'

' 577.

Jf a preferential right, a pledge or a mortgage is

registered in regard to ah immovable bought, the

buyer may refuse to pay the price until the proceed-
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lags for the removal* of the encumbrance are finish-

ed; but the seller may require the buyer to pro-,

ceQd with such removal without delay.

''''

_

' 578.'

In the cases mentioned in the preceding t#o ar-

ticles the seller may require the buyer to deposit

the price.

SUBSECTION III.

REPURCHASE.f

579.

The seller of^ an. immovable may in pursuance of

a special agreement of repurchase made at the same

time as the contract of; sale rescind the sale on re-

paying the price 'and the expenses of' the contract

paid by H;he buyer. Unless the parties! have expressed

a different intention, the fruits of the immovable

and the interest on the purchase price are deemed

to have been set off against each other.

/ ;

The duration of a right to repurchase cannot

exceed ten years. If a loriger period is fixed, it is

reduced to ten years..

If a period for repurchase has been fixed, it can-^

not be after'v^ards extended;

If no period for repurchase has been, fixed, it must

be made within five years.

4^: 581.,

If a special agreement for repurchase has been

registered at the same time as the contract of sale,

the right of repurchase has also effect as against

third persons. '

. ^

* See Art. 378; f Pactum de retroemendo in Roman Law. ^
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The registered right of a lessee can be set up
against the seller only for one year of its remaining
duration, and not even for that if the contract of

lease was made for the purpose of . injuring the
seller.

582, -

When a creditor of the seller wantg to make
repurchase in the place of the seller according to

the provisions of Art. 423, the buyer may have the
right of repurchase extinguished by performing thei

obligation of the seller up to such amount as re-

mains after deducting the amount to be repaid by
the seller from the actual value of the immovable as

assessed by an expert appointed by the court, and'

by repaying the surplus, if any, to the seller.

. 583.

If the seller does not tender the price 'an,d the

expenses of the contract within the period fixed,

he cannot repurchase. '

If the buyer or a subsequent acquirer has made
expenditures upon the immovable, the seller must
make reimbursement for them according to the pro-

visions of Art. 196. In the case of beneficial expen-

ditures the bourt may on the application of the

seller allow him a reasonable time; for reimburse-

ment.

584.

If a co-owner of an immovable has sold his share

with a special agreement for repurchase, and after-

wards the immovable is partitioned ,or sold at auc-

tion, the seller may exercise his right of repurchase

against the share or price which the buyer has re-

ceived or is to receive. If partition or auction has;

taken place without notice being givgn to the seller,

such fact' caimot be set up against hiipi.
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. . 585. -
,

< '^ :''
,•

If in the case mentioi^ied in the preceding article

the buj'^er has bought the imrnovable at auction, the

seller may repurchase . it on repaying the auction

price and the expenses mentioned in Art. 583. In

such case , the seller acquires the ownership of the

wh^ole of the imniovable. .-';-
> . ,-;

If the o,ther co-owners have demanded partition;!

and thereupon the buyer has bought the thing at

auctioh, the seller cannot make repurchase as to his

share only. ,

SECTION IV.

EXCHANGE.*

i 586.

Exchange is where the parties agree to transfer

to each other property rights .other than the owner
^j^

ship of money.
,

'

, ,

If one party agrees to transfer, in addition to

another right, also the ownership of money, the|

provisions as to purchase-price apply correspondingly

to such money.
,

, SECTION y.

LOANS FOR CONSUMPTION.!

.587.

A loan for consumption is where one party recei-

ves from, the other money or other things, and

agrees to return things of the sajne kind, quality

aiid qua-nfity.

' 588.
\ '-,J .

When a person otherwise than by, a loan is bound

to make: a prestation of rnoney or other things, and'

the parties agree to make such things the subject

* Rerum permutcctio iu,Roman Law. ;

t Mutuum in Roman Law.
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of a loan for cod sumption, a' loan f6r consump-
tion is deemed to have come into existence therebvl

589.

A promise of a loan for , consumption , loses its

effect if subsequently either party is adjudged
bankrupt.

,
,

590. ' /

^
If in the case of a loan for consumption upon

,

interest the thing has a latent defect^ (the lender

must furnish in its pla,c'e^a thing free from defects.

A claim for damages, however, is not affected

thereby.

In the case of a loan for consumption without

interest, the borrower may. returm ^he valiie of the

defective thing. If, however, the lender knew, of

the defect -and did not inform the borrower thereof,

the provisions of the foregoing paragraph apply cor-

respondingly.

1
'

''-' / ,591.'

If no tim'e for the. return has been .fixed by the

partie's, the lender may fix a reasonable time and,

' give notice to the borrower to return within that

time.

The borrower may return at arty time.

592.

. If it becomes impossible for the borrower to re-

turn according to the provisions of Art. 587,. he

must ipay as compensation the value whi(*h the

thing has ' at such time ; but thife does not apply to

the case mentioned in Art. 402, 2.
' ,

,.'
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SECTIONi VI.

LOANS FOE USE *

593.

A loan for use is where one party receives a thing

withiout consideration from the other, a^reeiiig to

return it aftei' having used and taken the profits

of it. .

,

594. 1: :
The borrower must use and take the- profits of

the thing in accordance with its manner of use a^

fixed by the contract or by the,,. nature of the 'thing

lent.
,

^'
'

- The borrower cannot -??ithout the consent of the

lender have a third person use or take the profits

of the thing lent.
'

'

.

'

If the borrower makes use or takes the/ profits of

the thing lent in contravention of the provisibns of

the foregoing two paragraphs, the lender may res-

cind the contract,

- 595-.,

The borrower, must bear the ordinary, necessary

expenses in regard to the thing lent. '

As to other expenses the provisions of Art. B83, 2

apply correspondingly.

596.

The provisions of Ai;t. 551 apply correspondingly

to loans for use.

597.

Tl^e borrower must restore the thing lent at the

time fixed by the comltract.

If 'the parties have i^ot/ fixed a time for the

restoration, the bqrrower must' restore, the thing

after he has finished using and taking the profits

of it for the purpose specified in the contract; but

even before th^t tjme the lender may claim restora^

* Commodatum in ^Roraan Law.
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tioji of the thing as soon, as a time reasonably suffi-

cient for using and taking profits of the thihg has
elapsed.

If the parties have not fixed a time for restora-
tion nor specified the purpose of the use and taking
profits, the lender may claipi restoration at an^
time.

. , ,, '
'

'•^>0'''
' .598. -^<l' ,

Th& borrower may take away ^nj thing which he'

has attached to the thing lent, putting the latter

back into its fornaer condition.

599.

A loaji for use loses its effect by the death of

the boriower.
!

60a
Gompensatiqn for damage arising from, any use

or^taking profits of the thing contrary to the main
object of the contract, and reimbursement for ex-

'

penses incurred by; the borrower, must be claimed
within one year from the time when the thing Was
restored to the lender. '

;

'

SECTION VII.

THE HIRING OP THINGS.*

SUBSBCTIOlSr I.

,
GENEEAL PROVISIONS.'

,

* 601.

The hiring of a thing is, where one party agrees
'

to let the other use and take profits of a thing,

^and the other .party agrees, to pay a rentf therefbr.
—;

J
:

* Lotatio conductio rerum in Roman Law.
) The word "rent" is used to denote the price of the hiring

of either immovables or movables.
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60,2. . ',

If a persoa who has not disposing capacity or

authority makes a contract, of hiring, such; hiring

cannot be for longer than the following periods :
— '^

1. In case of the hiring of forest land for the

purp'osfe of planting or cutting trees, ten

years; V:

2. In case of the hiring of otlier land, five

' years;

3.V In case of the hiring of buildings, three years
;,

4.' In case of the hiring of movables, six months.

603.

The periods paention.ed. in the preceding article

may be renewed, but such renewal' must be madei as

to land within bne year, as to buildings within three

months, ahd fe^ to movables within one inonth before

the, period expires.

604.

The period of duration of a hiring' cannot exceed

twenty yea,rs. If a hiring is ' made for a longer pe-

riod, su.c'h period is to be reduced to twenty years.

The aforesaid period may be renewed; but it 'must

not exceed twenty, years from the time of the re-

newal. .

/

'^ SUBSECTION II.

THE EFFECT OF THE HIRING OF -THII^GS.'

\-; 605.

r If the hiring of an iminovable is registered, it has

effect against any person who afterward,s acquires,

a real right in the immovable. /

606. ':'

The letter is bound to make all repairs necessary

for the use and taking profits of the thing hired.
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Tlie hirer cannot . refuse permission if the letter

desires, to do an act necessary to the preservation of

the thing hired.
• .

>
ml.

I^ the letter desires' to do agaihst the will of the

hirer an act of preservation by reason of which it

would be impossible for the hirer to accornplish the

'object ,of the .hiring, the hirer may. rescind the'

xjontract. ^•"'»','
,

,

608.

If the hirer has incurred necessary expenses in

respect to the thing hired, which ought to have

been boriie by the letter, he may forthwith claim

reimbursement for them.

If the hirer has incurred beneficial expenses, the

letter must make reimbursernent after the hiring

> has ended in > accordance - with the provisions |of

Art. 196, 2; but the court niay on the application of
.

the letter allow' a, reasonable -time tO' do so.

609,

If a hirer of land the object of which is the

taking of profits, becaus6 of vis major obtains from,

it less profits than the a,mount of the rent, he may
-claim to have the rAnt reduced to the amount of

the profits which he has made ; but -this does not

apply to the hire of residential land.

610.
'

-i

'

If in the case mentioned in the preceding ariicle.?

the hirer becaus.e of vis /wfl/Or obtains; from the land

for two consecutive years or longer less than the

amount of the rent, he may rescind the contract.

611.

If a part of the thing hired is lost without the

fault of the hirer,, he may claim that the rent be

reduced in proportion to the part lost.



If ia such case the hirer cannot with the remain-

ing part accomplish the purpose for, which he enter^

ed into the contract of hiring, he may rescind it.

«

612.
^

/

A hirer can assign his right or sublet the thing'

hired only ,with the aSsgnt of the letter.

If the hirer contrary to the provisions of the fore-

going paragraph hag let a third person use or take

the profits of the thing, the letter may rescind

the contract.,

613.

If the hirer rightfully sublets the thing hired,

the subhirer is^ directly responsible to the letter.

In 'such case a payment of the rent made in advance

cannot be set up against the letter. ^

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

prevent the letter from exercising his right agaiist'

the hirer.

614.

The rent is to be paid, a^ to movables, buildings-

and residential land at th^ en(i of each month, as

to other land at the end of each year; for things,

however, for which there is a, season for the har-

vest, it must be paid without delay after such

season. '

'

..

'

615.

If the thing 'hired needs to be repaired, or if there

'is a person asserting a right to it, the hirer must
without delay give notice thereof tp the letter, un-

less the latter has, already knowledge thereof.

•
. 616. •

The provisions of Art: 594, 1, 597, 1 and 598 apply

'

correspondingly to the hiring of things;
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SUBSECTION III.

THE TEEMINATION OF A HIRING OF THINGS.

617. '
'

,:

If the parties have not fixed a period of duration

for the contract of hiring, either party may at any
time give notice to terminate it, in which case the

hiring comes "to an end after the following periods

have elapsed from the time when notice was given

:

1. As to land, one year;

2. As to buildings, three months';

3. As to rooms to let and movables, one day.

In the case of land for which there is a season

for the harvest, a notice to terminate the contract

must be given ^after such season smd before the

commencement of the next cultivation.

-' 618.

Even though the parties have fixed a period of

duration for the contract of hiring, if one or both

of the parties have reserved' the right to terminate

it within that period, the provisions of the preced-

ing article apply correspondingly.

619. :

When after the period of hiring has expired, the

liirer continues to use or take the profits of the

thing, hired, if the letter knowing thereof does not

object, it is presumed that the parties have made a

new contract of hiring on the saine terms as thos^,

of the former contra,ct ; but either party may give

notice to terminate it in accordance with the provi-

sions of Art. 617.

If security has been given upon the -former con-"

tract, it is extinguished by the expiration of the

period; but this does not, apply to moiiey deposited

as security for the payment- of rent.
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620.

The rescission of a contract of hiring takes effect

only as, to the future; but this does not affect a

claim for damages against any party who has been

in fault. .

^
.;

621. '

When a hirfer is adjudged bankrupt, the letter

or tiie administrator in bankruptcy may, even though

the duration of the hiring waa^,. fixed, give notice|.

according to Art. 617 to terminate th& contract. In

that case neither party can claim compensation from

the other party for damage arising from such termi-

nationv '

622. ,

' -

, The provisions of Art. 600 apply correspondingly

to the hiring of things.
'

,'

^SECTION VIII

THE HIKING OF SERVICES.*

^ 623.

A hiring" of services' is where one party agrees;

to render services to the other p4rty, and the latter

agrees to, pay him a iremuneration.

624.

The person hired cgm claim the remuneration, only

after he has, finished rendering the services.

A remuneration determined by periods can be de-

manded ^i the end of each period.

625. '

The hirer can^ assign. Ms right to a third per-

son only with the consent of the person hired.

* Locatio conductio operarum in Roman Law.
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The' persou hired caix have a third' person render

the services in his place only with th>e consent of,

the hirer. 'f.i

. If the jierson hired- has a third person render

the services 'contrary to the provisions of the fore-

going paragraph, the hirer may rescind the contract.
/,

' 626. , '

If the -duration of a hiring is' to be for more than

five years or. for the life time :of one of the par-

ties br of a third person, either pa^ty may at any

time after the expiratibn. of five years rescind -the

contract; but as to apprentices in a commercial or

industrial business such term is teij yearg.

A person who desires to rescind a contract ac-

cording to the provisions of the foregoirig para-

graph must give notice three months beforehand.

,621:

When the parties have not fixed the duration of

the hiring, either party may at any time give notice

,to terminate it,, in which case it comes to an end

two weeks after such ,notice.
'

If the remuneration is -determined bv periods, uo-

tice' to terminate the contract, may be given for

the next following period, such notice, however, to

be made in the first half of the current period. '

,^If the remuneration is determined by periods of

six months or longer, the notice mehtiohed.in the

foregoing paragraph must be given three months

'beforehand. ,

628.

Even though the duration of the hiring has been

fixed by the parties, either party may immediately

rescind the contract for aliy unavoidable cause. If,

however, such cause has arisen by^ the fault of one
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pi the parties, he is liable for damages to the,

other party. ,

''

fe29.

If after the expiration of the period of •hiring the

person., hired continues to render services, and the

hirer knowing thereof does not object, it is pre-

sumed that the parties have made a new contract

of, hiring on th'e sani,^ terms as the former contract;

Ijut either party may give notice to terminate the

contract in accordance with' the provisions of

'

Art. 627: ,

.

If a party has given security upon the former

contract, it is extihguished , by the expiration pf

,

the .period; but this does not apply to caution

naoney. ,

630. ,^

The provisions of A-rt. 620 apply correspondingly

to the hiring of services.

„ 631. : "' •'•',

Wheil a hirer is adjudged bankrupt,, the person

, hired, or the administrator in bankruptcy may, even

though a period for the hiring has' been fixed, give

noticfe to terminate the contract in iaccprdanee with

the provisions of Art., 627. In 'that case neither

party can claim compensation for damage arising

from the termination of -the : hiring.

SECTION IX.

' CONTEACT WORK.*

632.

Contract work is where one party agrees to ac-

complish a work, ;and the other party agrees tp pay

him a remuneration for the result of such work.

* Locatio condiictio^op"eris\\\ Boman Law.
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633.

The remuneration is payable at the? time of thp
delivery of the thing contracted for. If' a delivei;y

is not necessary, the provisions of Aft. 624, 1 apply
correspondingly. '^

, 631 , ,
-

If there is a defect [ in the thing contj^acted for,

the party who ordered the work may .fix a reason-

able time ' and' notify the. contractor to make good
the defect; but tjhis does not >pply if the defect

is not material and the making it good would be

excessively expensive.

The party who ordered the work may in place of,,

or in addition . to,' the making good of the defect

dlaim. damages, in which case the provisions of

Art. 533 apply correspondingly.

/

635.

If, because of ' a defect in the,' thing contracted

for, - the object of
,
the contract Cannot be accom-

plished, the party who o^d^red the, work may res-.

cind the , contract ; but this does not ap'ply t(;> build-

ings and other structures upon: l^d.?'

636.

The provisions of^ tbe preceding two articles do

not apply if the defect in the thing contracted for

arises from the nature of the materials supplied

by the party who ordered the work or from direc-

tions given by him, unless the contractor knew

that the' iriaterial's or the directions were unsuitable

.and did not give notice thereof.

. 637. .

A claim for making good a defect or for damages

and th6 rescission of the contract as provided in

,145
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the preceding three articles must b^ made' within

one -year from the, delivery of the thing eoiitracted

for.

,

,

'

,

If delivery of the thing contracted for is not

necessary, the period mentioned in the foregoing

paragraph is computed from the time of the com-

pletion of the work.

638.

A contractor for a structure to be erected on

land is liable for defects in such structure or in

the foundations for five years from the tiine' of

delivery. For structures of stone, earth, brick or

metal the period is ten years. '

'

, If the structure is destroyed or damaged by rea-

-son of one of the defects meAtioned in the fore-

going paragraph, the party who. ordered the work

•must exercise the i-ight mentioned in Art. 634 within

one year from the. time of tl^e destruction or damage.

"^-
639.

The periods mentioned in Arts. 637 aiid 638, 1

can. be extended by :agreement, but only within the

limits of the ordinary period of prescription.

64Q. ''

Even though, a contractor has spec-ially stipulated

that iie should not be liable as provided in Arts.

634 and 635, he is not exernpted from responsibility

arising from facts which he knew, but of which he

omitted to give 'notice.

'

' :
,

> 'M 641.

So long 'as a contractor- has not completed the

work, the party who ordered, the work may at any

'time rescind the contract on paying compensation

for damage. '

,
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642. .

If the party who ordered the work is a,djudged
bankrupt,' the contractor pr the administrator in

bankruptcy may rescind the contract, in which case
the Qontract-or may intervene in the distribution of

the assets a^ to his remuneration .for work already
done and for expenses not inchxded in such remu-
neration.

. •

In the case of the foregoing paragraph neither

party can claim compensation for daipage arising

from such rescission.

SECTION X;

MANDATE.*

643.

A mandate is, where one party directs the other

to do- a, juristic act, and the 'other agrees tq do'* so.

644.

A ^mandatary is bound to execute the business

entrusted to him according to the main object of

the mandate, and to use the Ccije 'off a good manaiger.'

.
I 645. S';

If required by the mandator, a mandatary must
at all times give information as to the condition pf

the business entrusted to him, and after the termi-

nation, of the mandate hnjst without delay make
a full report of wha.t has;been, done by him.

646.

A mandatary must hand over to the mandator

all money aiod other things which he receives in

the execution of the business entrusted to him. The

same applies to fruits taken by him.

* Mandatum in Roman Layv.
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Rights which a. man&atary has acquired in his

own name on behalf of the mandator must be, trans-

ferred by him tO' the mandator.

647.
,

If a mandatary -"spends for his own benefit money '

which he ought to . deliver to the mandator or to

use for hiin, he must pay interest thereon from the

day when he' spent it. If any further damage, arises,

he is liable to make ' eomipensation for that.

648. / : _
A mandatary may claim compensation from the

'

mandator only by, virtue of a special -agreement.

'If a mandatary is' to receive compensation, he

can claim it only after the mandate; is performed;

but if compensation' is; determined by periods, the

^provisions of Art. 624, 2 apply /correspondingly.

If a mandate terminates for some cause not attri^

butable to the mandatary, before it is completely

performed, the mandatary may claim compensation

in proportion to what has been don«.

649.

If a mandatary will have to incur expenses in
-

executing the business entrusted to him, the man-

dator must , on the demand of the mandatary fur-

nish the amount of them in advance.

, , ,,

- 650. '

.
-

If a mandatary in executing the business entrust-;,

ed, to him has incurred expenses which ccp'uld rea-,

sonably be regarded as, necessary, he inay claim

fr&m tjie mandator reimbiirsement for such^ expen-

ses and interest on them from the day when • they

were incurred.

1:48 .
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If a, Imandatary in \execi>ting the business entrust-

ed to pirn, has assumed an obligation which could

reasonably be regarded as necessary, he may require

the majidat'or to perform in his place or, if its time!

of maturity : has not yet arrived, to giye proper

security.

If the mandatary vby reason of the execution of

the\ biisiness entrusted to him has suffered damage

without fault on- his, part, 'he may^ claim compen-

sation from the mandator.

651. -

A contract of mandate may be rescinded at any-

time by- either party. '
'

,

If -one party rescinds the contract at a time

which is disadvantageous to the other party, he

.

must' make compensation for any damage caused

thereby, -unless rescission was made ^^t some un-

jivoidable cause. '

i

652.

The provisions , of Art. 620 apply, correspondingly

to a mandate. , , :< ,

,/'''' 653: -;

A mandate is terminated by the deatli or bank-

ruptcy of the mandator or the. mandatary,, or by the

mandatary's being adjudged incompetent.

/

, ^ I
654. ,

'

/ :

'

If ixL the case of the termination of a mandate

any pressing circuJifmstances ari^e, the mandatary

or his heir or legal representative must take all

necessary measures, until the mandator, his heir or

legal representative can, himself take charge of the

business entrusted to the mandatary.
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,, > 655. -; ' ' ' :

Nd cause for the termination of . the mandate on

the part of the ihandator or of the mandatary can

be set up against the ' other party, until he hAs

been notified or had knowledge of it.

656. .
'

The provisions of this Section apply correspond-

ingly ^o a haandate whose subject is other than the

doing of a juristic act.'

SECTI055 XI.

DEPORT.*

657. '
"'

A deposit , is where one party receives a thing

and agrees to keep it for tg'ther
.

party. ;,

658.

A depositary is not allowed without the assent

of the depositor to use the thing deposited or to

ha,ve a third person keep it.

When a depositary is permitted to have a thirdi

person keep the thing deposited, the prc>visions of

Arts. 105 and 107,' 2 apply correspondingly.

659.

A person who receives a deposit withou!t cqnsi-

deratpn is bound to take; the same care of it as

he does of his own property.

>j;t -660.

If a third person who asserts a right to the

thing deposited sues the depositary or has the thing

seized, tlje depositary must without, dela}- give no-,

tioe thereof to the depositor. '

'';

* Depositum in Roman Law.
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.- ,:; 661. .,
' r

A depositor must compensate; the depositary for

any damage arising from the nature of, or any de-

fect in the thing deposited, unless the depositor

without fault on his part was ignorant of such

nature or defect or the depositary knew of it.

662. ,

Even ^though the parties have fixed a time' for

the return of the thing deposited, the depositor may
demand its return at any tinie.

663.

If the parties have not fixed a' time for the re-

turn of the thing deposited, "the depositary tnay

return it at . any time.
,

If the time :for 'i:eturn is. fixed, the depositary

may return it before such time only in case of an

unavoidable cause.

i

664.

The return of th6 thing, deposited is to be made
at the place where it was to be kept; but if the

depositary has for any good reason removed it to

another place, it may be returned at the place where

it actually is.;

,

' "
..;,

J";- ^

665.
-'-;v-'

^

The,provisions of Arts. 646-649 and 650, 1 and 2

apply correspondingly to deposits.

^V' 666.

If a depositary is entitled by the contract to

consume the thing deposited, the provisions as to

I6ans for consumption apply correspondingly, pro-

vided that, if the time for return is not fixed by

the contract, the depositor jnay claim return at any

time.
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SECTION XII.

ASSOCIATION.*

667: '

.

'

- A coii^ract of associatipn is where each party,

agrees to engage in a joint undertaking and make
a contribntion thereto.

The contribtition may consist pf services.

/,

668. :

The contribution of each menaber and the other

property- of th^ association belgng to all its mem-
bers jointly. ^ .

- 669.

When a contribution is to be made in money, if

the member > fails to make such contribution, he

must pay dameiges in addition • to interest.

670.
,

''

The management of the affairs Of an association

is decided by a majority af the , members.

If such management is by the contract of asso-

ciation committed to several members, it is; decided

by a majority of those persons. . ''

The ordinary business of the association may,

notwithstajading the provisions of the foregoing two
paragraphs, be transacted by any member or by

any managing member, as the case may be ; unless

,

another member or another 'managing member ob-'

jects before its performance.,

,

671.'

The' provisions of Arts. 644-650 apply correspond-

ingly to members managing the business of the/

association.
' '

^

* Societas in Eoman Law. !
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672..

If h^ the contract of association the manage-

ment of the business is committed -to one or several

niembeirs, , such member or meiribers may , not; ex-

cept for a just cause, , resign or be removed.

For their removal for a just cause the consent of

all the other members is necessary.

673.

Each member, even thpugh he has not the right

to manage the , business of the association, may. exa-

« mine into the condition of the business and of the

property of the ' association. .riFj

,-> ' '\ .-,674.

. When the parties have nrot- 'fixed the proportion

in. which profits anid losses are to be divided, it

is fixed according to the respective amounts" of

'their contributions.
"

,
;v;j:^.

If the proportion of the diviaion is fixed only as

to profits or' only as to losses, the proportion is

'presumed to be the same -for, profits 'and losses.

'
^ 675. ^;

A creditor of an association, , who at the time of

the arising of his obligation did not 'kn.oyf of the

proportion of tHe division of losses, may exercise

his right against each member fof ah equal part.

676.
' ''--\

If" a member has disposed of his share in the

property of the association, such disposition cannot

be set up against the d*ssociatioii or third persons

who have entered into transactions with the asso-

-ciatioh, ";

Before liquidation, a member ' of the association

cannot demand partition of its property.'
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A debtor of an association cannot set' off ^g^insi'
<i

his obligation an, obligation existing in his favor

against a meinbei:^ of the association.

678. - ;

If the duration of an association ' is not fixed by \

the contract of association, or if it is specified that,

it shall be for the life time of a certain member,-,

any member may at ajiy time withdraw, but, except

for some unavoidable cause, not at a time which,

would; bfe disadvantageous to the association..

Even though the time of, duration of" an asso-

ciation is fixed, a niember may withdraw for an-

unavoidable cause.

,

•- 679.

In addition to the cases mentioned in the preced-

ing article a member ceases- to be such:^

1. By death;

2: By bankruptcy;

8. By incompetency;

4. By expulsion.
% 680^

A member can be expelled only for a Just cause ^
and with the consent of all the members,

,
The dx- •

;

pulsion can be set up against .the member expelled

only after notice of it has been given to him.

681.

The account between a. member whose member-

ship has ceased ' and the other members must be

made up a;ccording to the actual condition of the

property of the assoeiatioii,- at the time of the ces-

sation of membership. '

The share of i such member maj'^ be refunded in, ,

money, whatever may have been the nature of his

contribution.
,
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The account as to matters not yet conciuded at

the time when membership ceases, may be made
Tip after their conclusion. '

'/;:- 682.

An association is dissolved when the busines^ form-

ing its object has been- accomplished, or its accom-

plishment has become impossible.

683.

When an unavoidably cause exists, any member
may demand the dissolution of the association.

684.

The provisions of Art. 620 apply correspondingly

to a contract of association. .'/Mh"

685.

. , When an association is dissolved, liquidation is

CBLrried out by all the members jointly or by per-

sons appointed by them.

The appointment of liquidators is decided upon

by a majority of all the members.

686.

If there axe several liquidators, the provisions of

Art. 670 apply correspondingly.

687. ;,. I

if by the. contract of association liquidators are

a^ppointed from among the.memfcrs, the provisions

of Art.' 672 apply correspondingly.

688.

As to the functions and -powers of the liquidators

the provisions of Art. 78 apply correspondingly.

The remaining' assets, are distributed in propor-

tion to the value of the contribution of each member.
'
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SECTION XIII.

LIFE ANNUITIES.
|

689.

A contract for ' life annuities is where one party

agrees, to make prestations* in money or other things'

to the' other party or to a thfrd person at fixed,

times until his own death or that of the other

party or of the third person.

690.

Life annuities are computed by days.

,
691.

If the debtor of ^ life annuity who has received

a capital sum, fails to make prestation . of the an-

nuities or does not perform any other liability, the

other' party ma/ claim the return of the capital;

but he must repay to the debtor the amount which

remaiiis after deducting the interest on the cg-pital

sum . from th6 annuities ali;eady received.

The provisions Of the foregoing paragraph, do not

impair a claim for dajnages.

692.

The provisions of Art. ' 533 apply correspondingly

to the;C£Lse mentioned in the preceding article..

693.

^
If the'^eath happens from a cause attributable to

the debtor of a life annuity, the court may on the

application of the creditor dr his heir order that

the obligation continue for a reasonable time.

^The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do
not -impair the exercise of the right, mentioned in^

Art. 691.
694.

The provisions of this Section apply corre^ond,-,

ingly to a legacy of life annuities.
^

-

* See note p. 105.
'
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SECTION XIV.

COMPKOMISE.*

695/

A compromise is where parties agree to settle a
dispute between them by mutual cohcessiqns.'

. 696. •

If by a compromise it is admitted that one of

"the parties has the right' which forms the, subject
of the dispute, or that the other has not that right,

and it is afterwards established that the fornier

party did not previously have such right, or that

the other ^party had it, such right is by the com-
promise transferred to such person or extinguished.-

CHAPTEE III. '*

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT.!

,697.

A person who, without being bound to do so,

enters upon the management of any business of

another, raust manage it according to its nature

in such a manner as will be most to, the advantage

of the principal.
,

'

. ,

If the, manager knows ; or ought to have known
the intentio^ of the principal, he must manage the

business aecording to such intention.

'

\

698.

- A
,

person who manages the business of another

in order to'^protect the principal from, an imminent

peril to his person, , reputation or property is liable

for daruage prising therefrom only in case he acted

in bad faith ^or with gross negligence.

* Cotttpromissum in Roman J^aw.

t Negoiiorum gestio in Roman Law.
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699. :..,

A manag(3r must without delay give "notice , to the

princip&l of his having entered, upon the manage-

ment,' unless the principal already knows of it.

- TOO.' ; ,
.

., A manager milst continue, his management until

the principal, his heir or his legal representative

is able to assume it, unless it is evident that such

continuance would be against the intention of the;

principal or prejudicial to his interests.

701. , ,

The provisions of Arts. 645-647 apply correspond-

ingly to .business management.

702.

If a manager incurs beneficiaJ: expenses for hi&

principal, he may claim reimbursement from him.

If a manager assumes beneficial obligations for

his principal, the provisions of Art. 650, 2 apply

correspondingly.

If a person has managed the business against the

intention . of the ^principal, , the' provisidrts of the

foregoing two paragraphs apply only so far as the

principal is presently enriched thereby.

CHAPTEE IV.

UNJUST ENRICHMENT.*

703.

A person who without any lawful cause has been-

enriched from another's property or services, wherte-

by the other has , suffered a loss, iS: bound to make
restitution tO the extent to which the enrichmentt

still exists. >;'«?,%':;..

This covers the ground of condictiones in Eoman La#. .
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704. '
'

If a person has been enriched in bad faith, he
must make restitution of the profits ^received with
interest. If any farther damage has arisen, he, is

bound to make coTnpeilsafcion for that.

,

^
' '^05.

If a person has ma.de a presta,tion* as in perfor-

m-aji'ce of an obligation, knowing at the time that

no' such obligation existed, he cannot, claim resti-

tution of the subject of the prestation.

706. ,''

When a debtor . has made a prestation in per-

formance of. an obligation not yet due, he cannot
claim restitution of the subject of the prestation.

If, however, he made such prestation by mistake,

the creditor .must make restitution t,o the extent

to which he is enriched thereby.

707.
: V.

When a person who is not a debtol- has performed

an obligation by mistake, if the creditor in conse-

quence thereof has in gbqd faith destro3red the do-

cumentary evidence or given up any security or lost

his obligation-right by prescription, the person per-

forming cannot claim restitution. ^
The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

impair the right of recourse of the person per-

forming agaiiist the debtor.

708.,

A person who makes a prestation for an unlawful:

catuse cannot claim restitution of the subject of

the prestation, unless the illegality is, only on the

part of the person who has been enriched thereby.

* See note p. 105.
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CHAPTEE V.

WRONGFUL ACTS.*

709.

A person Vfho intenticttially or negligently vio-

lates another's right is bound' to make compensatios;

for any damage arising 'therefrom.

f

710.

.Whether the injury was to the person, liberty or

reputation of another or to his property rights, the

party bound to make compensation Under the' pre-

ceding article must make compensation even for^

damage other than that to property.

711.
.

/',';
A person; who -has harmed the life' of anather

is bound to make compensation for damage to the

parents, to the husband or wife and to the children

of the person injured, even though no property" right

of theirs has been violated.

'712.:'''
.

-/ ;

A minor who has caused damage ,tp another is

not bound to make compensation for his act, unless

he had sufficieht mental capacity to' understand

his responsibility for such act.

713. -^
^ '

.

If a person while in a condition, of mental -un-

soundness pauses 'damage to another, he is not bound
to make coriipensation, unless by his own bad faith

or fault he had put ' himself temporarily' into such

condition. '

* Delicta in Roman Law.

t To this Article another paragraph has been added by.

Law, No, 40, of Maj-ch 7th, 1899, see Appendix.
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714.

When in the- cases . mentioned in the preceding
two articles the; incapacitated person is not bound
to make compensation, the person whose legal duty
it was to control him is bound to make compen-
.sation for dg-inage caused tol a third person by him

;

"but this does not apply, if he has not omitted, to

jierform his duty of control.

The same responsibility rests upon a person who
exercises control over an incapacitated person in

the place of the person legally bT>und to do so.

715.

A person who employs anpther for a certain busi-,,

ness, is bound to make compensation for any damage
caused by the person employed to a, third- person

in the execution of the -business ; but this does not

apply if the employer has used due care in the

(Selection of the person employed and in the con-

trol of the business, or if the damage would have

happened' even though due care , had been used. '

.The same responsibility rests upon a person who
lias exercised control of the . business in place of

the employer.

The provisions of the foregoing two" paragraphs

-do not impair the right of recourse of the employer

ov of the person who controlled the business^against

the person employed.

716.. *
.

A person who has ordered & work is not liable

tor damage done by the contractor to a third per-

son in the course of the work, unless he was ^at

fault in regard to the order or to his directions.

717.

If damage is caused to a third person by a defect

in the construction or maintenance of a structure
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' erected on land, the posseasor of such structure is

bound to make ciompensation. for the damagei to the

person injured; but if the possessor has used 'due-

care to prevent the happening of the damage,- the-

owner is bound to make compensation.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph apply

_ correspiofELdingly to defects in rei^ect, to the plant-

' ing or propping up of bamboos' or trees.

If in the cases of the foregoing two paragraphs-

there is also some other person who is responsible^

in respect to tliej cause of the damage, the posses-

sor or the owner may exercise a right of recourse-.

against such person; -

'

'

718. -:

The possessor of an. -aninial is bound to make
compensation for any ''damage caused by the animal

to another persoi^- unless he has kept it with' due-

care according to its species and nature.

The sajne responsibility rests on a person who
keeps the animal in, place of the possessor.

'

-
^

, 719;

If several persons by a joint, wrongful act cause

damage to. another person, they are all jointly

bound to make compensation for the damage. The
same applies, if among several- joint doers of . an act

the one who caused the damage cannot be ascer-

,

tained.

Persons who instigg-te or assist in a wrongful

act are deemed to be joint actors.

720..

A person who, in order to protect his own rights:

or those of a, thirii person against the wrongful act

of another, unavoidably commits a harmful act is

hot bound to make compensation for damage. This,
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liowever, does not affect a claim for damages by, the

injured person against the person who did the wrong-
ful act.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph apply

-correspondingly where a person injures a thing be-

longing to another in order to avert daager immii
•nent :?rom it. . ~

'721.
, .,-

A child in the womb- is deemed to be born in

iespect to his right to claim daniage's.

722.

The provisions of Art. 417 apply correspondingly

"to .compensation, for .damage from wrongful acts.

If ~ the injured person is himself in fault, the

<30urt may take that fact into consideration in de-

termining the amount of dametges.

:•. ;
. -'723.^

> ,4g'3^iist a person who has injured—the reputation

of another, the court may on the latter's application

order, instead of or together with damages, proper:

measures to be taken for the rehabilitation of the.

other's' reputation.

724.'

The right to claim compensation for damage from

-a wrongful act is extinguished by prescript-ion, if

it is not exercised for threa years from the time,

when the injured person or his legal representative

Tiad knowledge of the damage and the person who

•caused it. The same applies- if twenty years have

elapsed since, the Jiime when the wrongful act was

committed.
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Appendix.

LAW, NO. 67, OF MAKCH 16 TH, 1899, CON-

CEENINa MOETGAGES OF ALIENS.

If aa alien being a mortgagee of land demand's a-

sale by auction . for the sake of obtaining a higher

price, he must add a statement in writing by whicht

he binds himself that if the mortgaged property,;

cannot be sold at the auction iat a price of one

tenth higher, than . the amount offered by the third,

acquirer^ he will himself bear the difference be-

tween the amount offered plus one tenth and the

price' obtained at the auction,*

LAW, NO. 40, OF MAECH'§TH, 1899, GON- V;

CEENING THEEESPONSIBILITY- FOE FIEE.'
"

The provisions of Art. 709 of the Civil Code do

not apply to the case of fire, unless the person who-

caused the fire has committed a gross fault..

LAW, NO. 10. OF J'UNE 21 st 1898, GON- '

CEENING THE APPLICATION OF LAWS.

1.

A law taJses effect ^after full twenty days from

the day of its promulgation have elapsed, .unless

a different time has been specified by law.

In Formosa, Hokkaido,. Okinawaken and in the

islandSjf" the time when a law shall take effect."

may be specially fixed ,by Imperial Ordinance.

* See Art. 384 et seq. j
t The main islands, Hondo, Shikoku and Kyushu are not.

included in the expression toihi used in this Article. •
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2.

A custom not contrary to public welfare or tO'

good morals has tie force of law, provided it is

recognized By -some law or ordinanoe or relates to-

matters for which no provision is made by law or

-Ordinance.

3.

The capacity of"a person is governed by the law
of his country.

f

li an alien who would not have capacity under
the law of his country but would have it under
the law of Japan does a juristic act in Japan, he
is deemed, notwithstanding the provisions of the
foregoing- paragraph to have capacity.

The provisions of the. foregoing paragraph, how-
ever, do not iapply to juristic acts to be done under

the provisions of the law of relatives' or of the law
of succession oi' to juristic acts relating to immo-
vables situated in a foreign country.

4.
'

,
..

.

The causes for which a person, raay be adjudgedL

incompetent are determined by the law of his coun-

try, the effect of such~adjudication by the law of

the countiry in^^hich it is made.

If as to an alien having . a domicile or "residence

in Japan a cause for such adjudication exists ac-

cording to the law of his country, the court may
make such adjudication, uAless the Japanese law-

does not ^recognize such cause. .
'

5.

The provisions of the preceding article apply cor-

respondingly to g^uasi-incompetent persons, , ^



6.

If it is uncertain whether an alien is alive or

dead, the court" may raake an adjudication of dis-

appearance according to Japanese law, but only ' in

regard to property in Japan and to such legal rela-

tions as are subject to Japanese laW.

•-,-,•- 7.
, ^

'

'
'

The q^uestion as to what law sliall govern in re-

gard to the existence or effect of a juristic'- act is

determined by the' intention of the parties.

If the intention of the parties cannot - be ascer-:

tained, the law of the place where the act is done

governs. ,

8.

The forms necessary for a juristic act - are deter-

mined by the law by which its effect is determined.

Notwithstanding' the provisions of the foregoing

paragraph forms complying 'with the^ law of the"

'place where an act is done are effective; but this

rule- does not apply to juristic acts creating or

disposing of real rights* and other rights for which

registration is required.

"9.

As to an expression of intention made to a per-

son who is in a place having a, different law,, the

place from which the communication is sent is

deemed to be the place of the act.

As to the existence or the effect of a contract,

the place from which the communication of " the '-

oiiev is sent is deemed to be the place .of the act.

If the person* to whom an offer is mad«, at the

time . when he accepts it does not know l;he place

from which the communication of the offer was
sent, -the place of. the domicile of the offerer is

deemed to be the "place of the act.

* See Art. 175 et seq. of the Civil Code.
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Eeal rights in niovablBs and immovables and other

rights for whiol^- registration is required, are go-

verned by the law of the place where the things

subject to such rights are.

The acquisition and the loss of such rights is

governed by the law' of tlie place where the thing-

is wh*n the facts forming the cause of such acqui-

sition or loss axe completed.

.

;

11. -

,

The existence-and the effect of an obligatipn art-

,

sing &qm business management,* unjust enrichment

or a wrongful act are governed i by the law of th6-

place where the facts forming the cause' of such

obligation have arisen.

The provisions of the foregoing paragraph as to

wrongful -acts, do - not apply to facts which came
into existence in a foreign country but are not

"Wrongful according to Japanese law.

Even though facts arising in a foreign country,

are wrongful according to Japanese law, the inju-

red party can claim damages or other remedies-

only as established by Japanese law. '"'
^ ..T?,

.. ..

' -12.
. :% :

The effect as to third persons of the assignment

of .an -obligation is governed by the law of the place

where the debtor has, his domicile.

' "13. :^ ;;. ;

The requisites of the existence of a maxriage are

governed as to each party by the law of his or her

country. As to its forms, however, the law of the

country where it is celebrated governs.

* Negotiorum gestio. See Civil Code, Art. 697 et seq.
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The provisions of the foregoing paragraph do not

affect the application of Art. 777 of the Civil Code.

,

li. '

The effect of a marriage is governed by the law

of the husband's country.

If an alien contracts a nyufu-TaauTiiagef with a

wroman who is the hea^ of a house, or becomes

mukoyffshl*^ of a Japanese subject, the effect/of the

marriage is governed by -Japanese law.

.15. -

Arrangements as to matrimonial property are go-

Terned by the law of the country to which the hus-

band belongs ;at the time of the marriage.

If an alien 'contracts a /jyajfa-marriagef with a

"woman who is the head of a hiouse, or becomes':

mukeydShi of a Japanese subject, the arrangements.

as to matrimonial pi;operty are governed by Japa- -

nese law.

'/
'

16.

©ivorce is governed by the law of the country to

"which the husband belongs at the time wheiT the

facts forming the cause of divorce arise; but" the

teOurt cannlot decree a divorce, unless the' facts

forming the cause of divorce are recognized as sucV
by Japanese law.

;

'''
'

'

17.

The legitimacy of a child is determined by the

law of the country to which the husband of the

another belongs -at the time when the child' is 'bprh.-

If such husband dies before the child is. born, the'

legitiinaoy is determined by the law of the.country

to which he last belonged.
. ,,

t See note to Art. 788:

*,Siee note to Art. 786.
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18. '

'

.

. Th& requisites of the acknowledgment pf a na-

tural child are governed as to the father or the

mother by the law of the oduatry to which he or

she bel^ongs at the time of acknowledgment, as to

the child by the . law of the couiitry, to which the

child belongs at the time of a<:kno^ledgment.

The effect, of an acknowledgment is determined

by the laW of' the country of the' father or the

mother. '

^fi^'S":.---

19.
'•'

The requisites of adoption are governed as to

each person concerned by the law of his \ country.

-The effect of adoption and the .dissohition of it

are governed by the laW of the, country, of the

adopter. ' ^ .v

, The legal relations between parents and child are

governed by, the law of the country of tlie father,

or if therei is n,o father, by that of the country of

the mother.

•:</' 21. .
^

The duty of support is governed by the law of,

the country of the person. bound, to furnish support.

22. C;

Except in the cases specified in the preceding

nine article^, family relations and rights and duties

arising therefrom are governed by the law of th^

country of the persons concerned.

,

2l3.

.

"'"'" '•'

Guardianship is governed by the law of the couur-

try 6f the ward.

The guardianship of an alien domiciled or residing

in Japan is governed by Japanese law only in the
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ca^e where, although a cause for such guardianship

exists according to the law of his country, there

is no person to exercise the functions of a guardian,

and an adjudication of incompetency has been made

in Japan.

,

24.
,

TM provisions of the preceding article apply cor-

respondihgly to a. curatorship.

25. 'K.:

Succession, is governed by the law of the country

of the ancestor.*

26.

The existence and the effect of a rwill are governed

by the law of the country to which the maker of

the will belongs at the time of its making.

The revocation of a w-ill is governed by the law

of -the country of the maker at the time of revo-

' cation.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the foregoing

tjwo paragraphs the law of the place where the

act is done ihay be followed as to the forms of,

a will. .

,

27.

"When the law of the country of a person is to

govern, if the latter. has two or more uatibnaJities,

such law .is; determined by the nationality last ac-

quired; provided that if any of theitn is the Japaa-

ese nationality, the Japanese law is to goivern.

As ta a (person who has no nationality, the law of

his, domicile is deemed to be the law of his coun-

try, or if his .domicile is not known, the law of

the place of his residence' governs.

* See note, to Art. 966.
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As to a (subject o^ a country of which the law is

different according . to the locality, the law of the

locality to which he belongs governs.

28. ;

'

•

'

When the law of the place of the domicile of the.

person concerned is to govern, if such domicile is

not known, the law of the place of his residence

'

governs.

The provisions of Art. 27, 1 and 3 apply corre-

sppi).dingly to cases where the law of the place of

the domicile of a party, is to govern.

29.

When the law of the country of a party is to

govern, if according to its provisions the Japanese

law is to govern, the latter governs.

i

30.
''-'''-'

'

When foreign law would govern, if its provisions

are contrary to public order or good morals, it is

not applied.
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